The zero-error feedback capacity of the Gel'fand-Pinsker channel is established. It can be positive even if the channel's zero-error capacity is zero in the absence of feedback. Moreover, the error-free transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use. These phenomena do not occur when the state is revealed to the transmitter causally, a case that is solved here using Shannon strategies. Cost constraints on the channel inputs or channel states are also discussed, as is the scenario where-in addition to the message-also the state sequence must be recovered.
I. INTRODUCTION
M OTIVATED by Shannon's characterization of the zero-error capacity of the discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with a feedback link from the channel output to the encoder [1] , we compute the corresponding capacity for the state-dependent DMC (SD-DMC) whose state is revealed acausally to the transmitter. This "Gel'fand-Pinsker channel," which was introduced by Gel'fand and Pinsker in [2] , is more general than the channel studied by Shannon, and, indeed, when there is only one state we recover Shannon's result. But, more interestingly, this channel's zero-error feedback capacity exhibits phenomena that are not observed on the stateless channel: it can be positive even if the zero-error capacity is zero in the absence of feedback; the error-free transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use; and Shannon's sequential coding technique cannot be applied naively.
Like Shannon's, our coding scheme is a two-phase scheme where the first phase reduces the receiver's ambiguity to a manageable size, and the second removes it entirely. But our first phase differs from Shannon's sequential approach and draws instead on Dueck's scheme for zero-error communication over the multiple-access channel with feedback [3] , which in turn, like [4] and [5] , draws on Ahlswede's work [6] . The second phase is tricky, because sending a single bit reliably may require more than one channel use, so "uncoded" transmission need not work.
We also compute the zero-error feedback capacity of the SD-DMC when the state is revealed to the transmitter causally. As we show, causal state information (SI) is utilized optimally using Shannon strategies. Consequently, when the SI is causal, the zero-error capacity is positive with feedback if, and only if, (iff) it is positive without it, and one channel use suffices to transmit a single bit error-free.
The zero-error feedback capacity of state-dependent channels with causal SI at the transmitter was previously studied by Zhao and Permuter [7] . The setting in [7] is very different from ours: The channel is a finite-state channel, whose Time-(i + 1) state can depend on the Time-i state, input, and output; the state is revealed also to the receiver; and the zero-error feedback capacity is established as the solution to a dynamic programming problem. 1 Several extensions are also discussed in this paper: we compute the zero-error feedback capacity of the Gel'fand-Pinsker channel for the case where-in addition to the message-the encoder wishes to convey error-free also the state sequence; and we present capacity results for the Gel'fand-Pinsker channel with cost constraints on the channel inputs or channel states. Under channel-input constraints a naive application of Shannon's sequential coding technique turns out to be suboptimal even on the stateless channel.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We conclude this section by introducing some notation; by recalling the zero-error feedback capacity of the stateless DMC; and by exploring connections with the m-capacity of an arbitrarilyvarying channel (AVC). Section II contains the problem formulation and the results. The main results for the Gel'fand-Pinsker channel are proved in Section III, and the paper concludes with a brief summary.
A. Notation and Terminology
We consider an SD-DMC of transition law W (y|x, s), which is governed by an IID ∼ Q state process. The channel-input alphabet X , the channel-state alphabet S, and the channeloutput alphabet Y are all finite. By possibly redefining S, we can assume without loss of generality that Q(s) > 0, s ∈ S.
(1)
By default log(·) denotes base-2 logarithm, and ln(·) denotes natural logarithm. We denote by h b (·) the binary entropy function. If ξ is a real number, then [ξ ] + denotes the maximum of ξ and zero. Chance variables are denoted by upper-case letters and their realizations or the elements of their support sets by lower-case letters, e.g., Y denotes the random channel output and y ∈ Y a value it may take. Sets are denoted by calligraphic letters and in boldface if they are random, e.g., M denotes the set of all messages and M 1 the set of messages of positive posterior probability given a first subblock of (random) channel outputs. Sequences are in bold lower-or upper-case letters depending on whether they are deterministic or random, e.g., Y is the length-n channel-output sequence, and y is an n-tuple from Y n . The positive integer n ∈ N stands for the blocklength, and, unless otherwise specified, sequences are of length n.
Variables pertaining to Time i have the subscript i , so S i denotes the Time-i channel-state. Sequences of variables that occur in the time-range j to i bear a subscript j and a superscript i , where the subscript j = 1 may be dropped, e.g., S 5 4 denotes the fourth and fifth state, and S n denotes all the states through Time n. We also use a similar notation for sequences whose indices need not coincide with time, e.g., if s is a 5-tuple from S 5 , then s 3 denotes its third component, s 5 4 its fourth and fifth component, and s 5 the entire 5-tuple.
If the input X to the channel W (y|x) is of PMF P, then P × W denotes the joint distribution of X and the channel output Given two PMFs P 1 and P 2 on some finite set Z, we say that P 2 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. P 1 and write
if P 2 (z) is zero whenever P 1 (z) is. If P 2 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. P 1 , then the events that have probability zero w.r.t. P 1 must also have probability zero w.r.t. P 2 . Likewise for events of probability one. For an SD-DMC W (y|x, s) we denote by P(W ) the set of transition laws P Y |X,S from X × S to Y for which for every pair (x, s) ∈ X × S P Y |X,S (·|x, s) W (·|x, s).
For a stateless DMC W (y|x) we drop s, and P(W ) denotes the set of transition laws P Y |X from X to Y for which for every x ∈ X P Y |X (·|x) W (·|x).
The empirical type of an n-tuple x ∈ X n is denoted P x ,
where N(x|x) is the number of components of the n-tuple x that equal x. For a PMF P on X , the type class T (n) P comprises the elements of X n whose empirical type is P. If T (n) P is nonempty, then we say that P is an n-type. For an n-type P on X , a transition law W from X to Y, and an element x of T (n) P the W -shell T (n) W (x) comprises the n-tuples y ∈ T (n) PW that satisfy (x, y) ∈ T (n) P×W .
B. Stateless Channels
Shannon showed in [1] that the zero-error capacity of the stateless DMC W (y|x) (with or without feedback) is positive iff
When (2) holds, the error-free transmission of a single bit requires one channel use. He also showed that, when positive, the zero-error feedback capacity of W (y|x) is
Ahlswede [6] proved that (3) can be alternatively expressed as
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P X × P Y |X . He also provided an alternative coding scheme. Unlike (2) , Expressions (3) and (4) are only valid for channels with feedback. Indeed, feedback can increase the zero-error capacity of a DMC [1] .
C. Connection to the AVC
There are interesting connections between the problem of computing the zero-error capacity of a DMC and that of computing the m-capacity (the capacity under the maximalprobability-of-error criterion) of an AVC [8] . Indeed, given a (stateless) DMC W (y|x) with input alphabet X and output alphabet Y, the following construction produces an AVC W (y|x, σ ) whose m-capacity is equal to the zero-error capacity of the channel W (y|x) [8, Sec. 2] , [9, Problem 12.3] . To construct the AVC we consider the functions σ : X → Y that satisfy that W (σ (x)|x) is positive for all x ∈ X . With each such function σ (·) we associate a state σ and the transition law
The constructed AVC has two important properties. The first is that to every pair of input and output sequences x 1 , . . . , x n and y 1 , . . . , y n for which k W (y k |x k ) is positive, there corresponds a sequence of states σ 1 , . . . , σ n such that y k = σ k (x k ) for k = 1, . . . , n. The second is that W (y|x, σ ) is {0, 1}-valued in the sense that W (y|x, σ ) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ y, x, σ.
This latter property guarantees that the conditional probability of error over the AVC (conditional on the transmitted message Fig. 1 . An SD-DMC with acausal SI and feedback. and the state sequence) is {0, 1}-valued and thus small (say, smaller than 1/2) only if it is zero. This relationship between the zero-error capacity and the m-capacity fails when the original channel whose zero-error capacity we seek is state-dependent and the state is revealed to the encoder: in this case, we cannot construct an AVC whose m-capaciy when the state is revealed to the encoder is equal to the zero-error capacity we seek. To see why, let us denote by W (y|x, s) the transition law of the state-dependent channel whose zero-error capacity we seek when the state is revealed to the encoder, and suppose we want to construct an AVC W (y|x, σ ) whose m-capacity when the state σ is revealed to the encoder is equal to the zero-error capacity we seek. We have intentionally used different letters s and σ for the state of the original channel and of the AVC because the two need not prima facie be the same. For example, if there is only one state s , then we are back to the stateless case and the construction we described above in (5) results in the number of AVC states being equal to the number of functions σ : X → Y that satisfy that W (σ (x)|x, s ) is positive for all x ∈ X . However, in this case the m-capacity of the AVC W (y|x, σ ) is equal to the zero-error capacity we seek only if the state σ is not revealed to the encoder. In attempting to construct the AVC we are faced with two conflicting requirements. For the state information (SI) that is revealed to the encoder in the two scenarios to be identical, the states s and σ should be identical. But for the AVC to have a {0, 1}-law, the number of AVC states σ should typically be larger than the number of states s.
The construction does go through in the special case where the original state-dependent transition law W (y|x, s) happens to be {0, 1}-valued. In this special case we can choose σ to equal s, and the m-capacity equals the zero-error capacity. In this case feedback is superfluous, because from the state (which is revealed to the encoder) and from the input (that it produces) the encoder can compute the channel output. We thus see that, when W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued, the zeroerror feedback capacity with acausal SI can be inferred from Ahlswede's results on the feedback-less AVC with SI at the encoder [10] ; but in general it cannot.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RESULTS
We consider an SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with feedback whose encoder is furnished with the state sequence either acausally (Figure 1 ), causally (Figure 2 ), or strictly-causally ( Figure 4 ). Using n channel uses, the encoder wishes to convey to the receiver error-free a message m from some finite set M. To this end it uses an (n, M) zero-error code:
Definition 1: Given a finite set M and a positive integer n ∈ N, an (n, M) zero-error feedback code for the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI to the encoder consists of n encoding mappings
and |M| disjoint decoding sets
such that, for every m ∈ M and every realization s ∈ S n of the state sequence, the probability of a decoding error is zero, A rate R is achievable if, for every sufficiently-large blocklength n, there exists an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with log |M| ≥ n R.
The zero-error feedback capacity with acausal SI is the supremum of all achievable rates and is denoted C f,0 . The zero-error feedback capacities with causal and strictlycausal SI are denoted C caus f,0 and C s-caus f,0 . They are defined like C f,0 , except that the encoding mappings (6) are replaced by
in the causal case and by
in the strictly-causal case. Note that the PMF Q governing the state does not appear in Definition 1 and therefore does not affect the different zeroerror feedback capacities. Also note that our definition assumes deterministic encoders. This assumption is not restrictive:
Remark 2: Allowing stochastic encoders does not increase the zero-error feedback capacities with acausal, causal, and strictly-causal SI.
Proof: A proof for the case where the encoder observes the SI acausally is provided in Appendix A. The proof goes through also when the SI is causal or strictly-causal.
A. Acausal SI
In this section we assume that the encoder observes the SI acausally (see Figure 1 ). Our main result is presented in the following two theorems, which together provide a single-letter characterization of C f,0 . The first characterizes the channels for which it is positive, and the second provides a formula for C f,0 when it is positive.
Theorem 3: A necessary and sufficient condition for C f,0 to be positive is
W (y|x, s) W (y|x , s ) = 0, ∀ y ∈ Y . (10) Proof: See Section III-A. 
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form P U,X |S (u, x|s) = P U |S (u|s) ½ x=g (u,s) , (12) does not change the RHS of (11) , nor does restricting the cardinality of U to
Proof: See Section III-B. Remark 5: The hypothesis in Theorem 4 that C f,0 is positive is essential: the RHS of (11) may be positive even when C f,0 is zero.
In fact, as we prove in Appendix B, Remark 6: The RHS of (11) is positive iff
Theorems 3 and 4 generalize to the SD-DMC with feedback and acausal SI Shannon's characterization [1, Th. 7] of the zero-error feedback capacity of the (stateless) DMC W (y|x) (see (2) and (3) in Section I-B). That (10) reduces to (2) when |S| = 1 is evident. That (11) reduces to (3) when |S| = 1 becomes evident when we recall from [6] Ahlswede's alternative form (4) for (3): clearly, (11) specializes to (4) and thus to (3) when |S| = 1. The way in which (11) generalizes (4) is reminiscent of the way the Gel'fand-Pinsker capacity generalizes the ordinary capacity of the stateless DMC (cf. [2] , [11] ).
In the remainder of this section we discuss how feedback affects the zero-error capacity with acausal SI. By considering the case of a single state, i.e., |S| = 1 (whence SI is inconsequential), and by invoking Shannon's result [1] that feedback can increase the zero-error capacity of a DMC, we readily obtain that feedback can also increase the zero-error capacity of an SD-DMC with acausal SI. But, in the presence of acausal SI, more is true. Unlike the stateless channel, here feedback can increase the capacity from zero: Theorem 7: The zero-error capacity of an SD-DMC with acausal SI can be positive with feedback yet zero without it.
Proof: See Section III-C. Condition (10) is thus only for channels with feedback: the no-feedback zero-error capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI can be zero also when the channel satisfies (10) . (See Section III-C for more on this issue.) Because feedback can help only if the encoder uses the channel more than once, we obtain the following corollary, which marks another difference to the stateless case:
Corollary 8: On an SD-DMC with acausal SI and feedback, the error-free transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use.
In fact, as we show in Section II-B, the error-free transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use also in the absence of feedback (Corollary 15).
As we have seen in Section I-C, if the transition law W (y|x, s) of the SD-DMC happens to be {0, 1}-valued, then C f,0 is related to Ahlswede's AVC with acausal SI. As we show in Appendix C, in this case Theorems 3 and 4 can be greatly simplified:
then the RHS of (11)-which in this case is equal to the RHS of (15)-is positive iff C f,0 is positive. This agrees with Ahlswede's observation [10] that the formula for the (a-and m-) capacity of the general AVC W (y|x, s) whose state sequence is revealed acausally to the encoder applies not only when the capacity is positive, but also determines whether it is positive.
B. Causal SI
In this section we assume that the encoder observes the SI causally (see Figure 2 ). The following two theorems together provide a single-letter characterization of the capacity C caus f,0 . The first characterizes the channels for which it is positive, and the second provides a formula for it when it is positive.
Theorem 10: A necessary and sufficient condition for C caus
If C caus f,0 is positive, then one channel use suffices to transmit a single bit error-free. Consequently, the zero-error capacity with causal SI is positive with feedback iff it is positive without it.
Proof: See Appendix F.
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U of cardinality |U| = |X | |S| ; the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P U × P Y |U ; and
where g(u, ·) : u ∈ U is the set of functions from S to X , i.e., X S . Because
Proof: The proof draws on Shannon's results [1] , [12] (see Appendix G).
Remark 12: The hypothesis in Theorem 4 that C caus f,0 is positive is essential: the RHS of (17) may be positive even when C caus f,0 is zero. In fact, as we prove in Appendix H, 2 Remark 13: The RHS of (17) is positive iff
Theorems 10 and 11 generalize to the SD-DMC with feedback and causal SI Shannon's characterization [1, Th. 7] of the zero-error feedback capacity of the (stateless) DMC W (y|x) (see (2) and (3) in Section I-B). The way in which (16) and (18) generalize (2) and (3) is reminiscent of the way the ordinary capacity with causal SI generalizes the ordinary capacity of the stateless DMC (cf. [11] , [12] ): in both cases causal SI is utilized optimally by using Shannon strategies. To see this, recall that by using Shannon strategies the encoder transforms the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with causal SI into the stateless DMC
with input alphabet U of cardinality |U| = |X | |S| , where g(u, ·) : u ∈ U equals X S : an encoder with causal SI is said to use Shannon strategies if it performs the encoding over the set U and obtains the Time-i channel-input by evaluating the function g(·, ·) : U × S → X for the i -th codeword-symbol u i ∈ U and the Time-i channel-state S i (see Figure 3 and [13, Remark 7.6]). By comparing (16) and (18) to (2) and (3), respectively, we see that, indeed, the zero-error feedback capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with causal SI equals the zero-error feedback capacity of the stateless DMC W (y|u). Causal SI is thus utilized optimally by using Shannon strategies. In the remainder of this section we briefly contrast how feedback affects the zero-error capacities with acausal and causal SI. As in the acausal case, by considering the case of a single state, i.e., |S| = 1 (whence SI is inconsequential), and by invoking Shannon's result [1] that feedback can increase the zero-error capacity of a DMC, we readily obtain that feedback can also increase the zero-error capacity in the causal case. However, unlike the acausal case, the zero-error capacity with causal SI is positive with feedback iff it is positive without it (Theorem 10).
Since acausal SI is better than causal SI, and since the zeroerror capacity with causal SI is positive with feedback iff it is positive without it, the condition in Theorem 10 is sufficient for the no-feedback zero-error capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI to be positive. 3 By Theorem 7 the zero-error capacity with acausal SI can be positive with feedback yet zero without it. Consequently-unlike the ordinary capacities with causal and acausal SI (see [2] , [12] ) or the RHSs of (11) and (17) (see Remarks 6 and 13)-the zeroerror feedback capacity can be positive when the SI is acausal yet zero when it is causal. In fact, more is true:
Theorem 14: The zero-error capacity can be positive with acausal SI yet zero with causal SI even when feedback is available in the latter setting and absent in the former.
Because acausal SI can be better than causal SI only if the encoder uses the channel more than once, we obtain the following corollary, which strengthens Corollary 8:
Corollary 15: On the SD-DMC with acausal SI, the errorfree transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use even in the absence of feedback.
To prove Theorem 14, we provide an example where the zero-error capacity (with and without feedback) is positive with acausal SI and is yet zero with causal SI:
Example 16: Consider a deterministic SD-DMC W (y|x, s) over the alphabets X = {0, 1} and S = Y = {1, 2, 3}. Let the output corresponding to the input x and the state s be the single element of the set Y x,s that is given in Table I 
Since this channel violates (16) , its zero-error capacity (both with and without feedback) is zero with causal SI. Its zero-error capacity (both with and without feedback) is positive with acausal SI, because the encoder can transmit a bit error-free in two channel uses by forcing the output to satisfy
C. Strictly-Causal SI
We next consider the case where the SI is revealed to the encoder strictly-causally (see Figure 4 ) and show that such SI does not increase the zero-error feedback capacity.
Remark 17: Shannon's proof of (2) and (3) in [1] goes through also when the channel is state-dependent and the SI is revealed strictly-causally to the encoder. Consequently, such SI cannot increase the zero-error feedback capacity. That is, if we define
then a necessary and sufficient condition for C s-caus f,0 to be positive is that (2) hold for the channel W (y|x), and if C s-caus f,0 is positive, then it can be computed by substituting W (y|x) for W (y|x) in (3) or (4). 5
D. Zero-Error Rate-and-State
In this section we consider a scenario where-in addition to the message m-the encoder wishes to convey to the receiver (error-free) also the state sequence S n , which it observes acausally. For the standard setting where the probability of a message error need not be zero but can be arbitrarily small, Kim et al. [14] introduced and solved a related problem with list decoding of state sequences. Choudhuri et al. [15] x(s, k) = 0 if k = 1 or (s, k) = (3, studied the causal and strictly-causal settings subject to a constraint on the distortion between the state sequence and its receiver-side estimate. Analogous results in the presence of feedback were recently reported by Bross and Lapidoth [16] . Definition 18: Given a finite set M and a positive integer n ∈ N, an (n, M) zero-error state-conveying feedback code for the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI to the encoder consists of n encoding mappings
and |M| |S| n disjoint decoding sets D m,s ⊆ Y n , (m, s) ∈ M × S n such that, for every (m, s) ∈ M × S n , the probability of a decoding error is zero,
A positive rate R is achievable if, for every sufficientlylarge blocklength n, there exists an (n, M) zero-error stateconveying feedback code satisfying
The zero-error state-conveying feedback capacity is the supremum of all achievable rates and is denoted C m+s f,0 . If no positive rate is achievable, then we say that C m+s f,0 = 0, regardless of whether or not it is possible to convey the state sequence error-free.
Our definition of an (n, M) zero-error state-conveying code does not depend on the PMF Q governing the state and assumes a deterministic encoder. As when the encoder need not convey the state, C m+s f,0 does not depend on Q, and allowing stochastic encoders does not increase it (cf. the proof of Remark 2).
The following theorem characterizes C m+s f,0 : Theorem 19: A necessary condition for C m+s f,0 to be positive is (10) , and if (10) holds, then
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P X |S × P Y |X,S . Proof: See Appendix I.
E. Constrained Inputs
In this section we establish the zero-error feedback capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI subject to a cost constraint on the channel inputs. Consider some nonnegative "cost-function" γ : X → R + 0 , and define
Let the set X ⊆ X comprise all the minimizers of γ(·)
The cost constraint we study is that, at every blocklength n and for every transmitted message m ∈ M, the channel inputs' average cost
satisfy the cost constraint
for some given satisfying
The zero-error feedback capacity with acausal SI subject to (27) is denoted C f,0 ( ). We restrict to (28), because all other values of are uninteresting: if < γ min , then (27) cannot hold; if = γ min , then the encoder can only use inputs in X , and the zero-error feedback capacity is thus that of the channel with input alphabet X and without a cost constraint; and if ≥ γ max , then (27) always holds, and the cost constraint can be ignored.
As we argue next,
In fact, C f,0 (·) is nondecreasing and concave on [γ min , γ max ]. Indeed, we can divide the blocklength-n transmission into two frames, Frame 1 and Frame 2, with the former of αn channel uses and the latter of (1 − α)n channel uses, where
If in Frame 1 the encoder repeatedly transmits an element of X , then the cost constraint will be satisfied irrespective of the inputs in Frame 2. Those can thus be chosen to achieve the unconstrained capacity C f,0 , with the resulting rate being the RHS of (29). This proves (29). It follows from (29) that C f,0 ( ) is positive iff C f,0 is positive. By adapting the proof of Theorem 4 to account for the cost constraint (27) (see Appendix J), we obtain the following generalization of Theorems 3 and 4:
Theorem 20: Given any satisfying (28), C f,0 ( ) is positive iff (10) holds. If positive, then
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, the expectation is w.r.t the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S , and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form (12) , does not change the RHS of (30), nor does restricting the cardinality of U to (13) .
Specializing Theorem 20 to the stateless case, we obtain:
Corollary 21: For a stateless DMC W (y|x) and any satisfying (28), C f,0 ( ) is positive iff (2) holds. If C f,0 ( ) is positive, then
where the expectation is w.r.t. the PMF P X and the mutual information w.r.t. the joint PMF P X × P Y |X . Proof of Corollary 21: This follows from Theorem 20 when we consider an SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with a single state, i.e., |S| = 1, whose transition law is
because on this channel SI is inconsequential, (10) is equivalent to (2) , and the RHS of (30) equals that of (31).
The RHS of (31) is a natural generalization of Ahlswede's capacity formula (4) to the setting with the cost constraint (27). Since Ahlswede's capacity formula (4) is an alternative form for Shannon's capacity formula (3), one might wonder whether the RHS of (31) can also be expressed as the "natural" generalization of Shannon's formula (3), namely as max
where the expectations are w.r.t. the PMF P X . The answer is "no": while (33) is achievable and is thus a lower bound to C f,0 ( ), it can be strictly smaller. One way to improve on (33) is to note that the minimum over y need not be concave in P X , so time-sharing between different costs may be advantageous. Introducing such time-sharing yields the expression max P U,X :
where the expectations are w.r.t. the PMF P U,X , and where U is a time-sharing chance variable. 6 But this too can be strictly smaller than C f,0 ( ):
Remark 22: For any ≥ γ min and every stateless DMC
where the expectations are w.r.t. the PMF P X and the mutual information w.r.t. the joint PMF P X × P Y |X . The inequality can be strict.
Inequality (35) follows from the inequality max P X :
≤ max which we prove in Appendix K. Indeed, the LHS of (35) is obtained from that of (36) via time-sharing, and the RHS of (35) is equal to that of (36) and is concave in .
That the inequality (35) can be strict is demonstrated by the following example:
Example 23: Consider a binary noiseless channel
with the cost function
and maximal-allowed cost 0 < < 1/2. The RHS of (35) evaluates to
the LHS of (36) evaluates to
(41) and-by allowing for a time-sharing chance variable U in (41) and observing that the RHS of (41) is convex in -we find that the LHS of (35) evaluates to max P U,X :
the LHS of (35) is strictly smaller than its RHS.
The following may explain why the inequality (36) can be strict. Recall Shannon's sequential coding scheme [1] , which achieves the zero-error feedback capacity (3) of the stateless DMC: The encoder selects some PMF P X , and, before every channel use, it maps a fraction of approximately P X (x) of the survivor set to the input symbol x. If the channel output is y ∈ Y, then the survivor set is reduced by a factor of nearly
(44)
The generalization (33) of Shannon's capacity formula (3) is obtained when P X is restricted to satisfy E γ(X) ≤ . The shortcoming of this generalization is that at Time-i it assigns all the messages in the survivor set a Time-i channel input without considering the running costs with which the messages are associated: it only requires that the empirical distribution of the assigned symbols be roughly P X . This may result in an inefficient use of the allowed resources with some of the messages using up less than the maximally-allowed cost. 
F. Constrained States
This section provides some insight into how cost constraints on the channel states affect the zero-error feedback capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI. Consider some nonnegative "cost-function" λ : S → R + 0 , define λ min = min s∈S λ(s) and λ max = max s∈S λ(s), and let
As in (28), we restrict to (45), because all other values of are uninteresting. Given such , we consider two different kinds of cost constraints on the channel states.
The first is that, at every blocklength n, the channel states' average cost
Let C (1) f,0 ( ) denote the zero-error feedback capacity with acausal SI subject to (46). Unlike the cost constraint on the channel inputs (27), the cost constraint on the channel states (46) affects not only the formula for C f,0 when it is positive but also whether C f,0 is positive. The reason for this is that the time-sharing argument of Section II-E does not work for the adversarial state selector: since the state is revealed acausally to the encoder, if the state selector chooses only "benign" states of low cost during Frame 1 and only "hurtful" states of high cost during Frame 2, then the encoder can concentrate its transmission in the first frame, where the states are "benign."
Indeed, the cost constraint (46) can increase the zero-error feedback capacity with acausal SI from zero:
Remark 24: Even when satisfies (45), the zero-error feedback capacity of an SD-DMC with acausal SI can be zero in the absence of a state cost-constraint yet be positive in its presence.
We prove Remark 24 by means of the following example: 
Let the output corresponding to the input x and the state s be the single element of the set Y x,s that is given in Table II y
Since (10) does not hold for this channel, Theorem 3 implies that C f,0 is zero. However, as shown in Appendix L, C (1) f,0 ( ) is positive when > 0 is sufficiently small so that
This holds also in the absence of feedback: because W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued, the encoder can compute the channel output from the state (which is revealed to it acausally) and from the input (which it produces), and feedback is therefore inconsequential.
If W (y|x, s) satisfies (10), i.e., if C f,0 is positive in the absence of a state cost-constraint, then we can adapt the proof of Theorem 4 to account for the cost constraint (46) and to thus express C (1) f,0 ( ) as the "natural" generalization of (11), i.e., as the RHS of (54) ahead. However, by Remark 24 the capacity can be positive also when (10) does not hold; and for this case we do not have a generalization of Theorems 3 and 4. The difficulty in extending Theorems 3 and 4 to this case is that the cost constraint (46) allows the adversarial state selector to choose whichever states it likes in βn epochs, where
and these epochs are not revealed to the receiver. This is problematic, because the coding schemes by which we prove the direct parts of Theorems 3 and 4 comprise multiple short transmission phases. For example, the last subblock of the coding scheme by which we prove the direct part of Theorem 4 is of negligible length compared to n and consequently also compared to βn, and hence the adversarial state selector is free to choose whichever states it likes during the last subblock. The second type of cost constraint we consider is that, for some fixed l ∈ N and at every blocklength n, the channel states satisfy the cost constraint
Note that (51) is more stringent than (46), because it constrains the average cost of prespecified l-blocks of consecutive channel states and consequently also the channel states' average over the entire blocklength. The zero-error capacity subject to (51), C (2) f,0 ( , l), depends on l. We define the zero-error feedback capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI under this type of constraint as
and we denote it C (2) f,0 ( ). By adapting the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 to account for the cost constraint (51) (see Appendix M), we obtain the following single-letter characterization of C (2) f,0 ( ): Theorem 26: Given any satisfying (45), a necessary condition for C (2) f,0 ( ) to be positive is that
If this condition holds, then C (2) f,0 ( ) = min
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, the expectation is w.r.t the PMF P S , and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form (12) , does not change the RHS of (54), nor does restricting the cardinality of U to (13) .
We do not know whether (53) guarantees that the RHS of (54) be positive, and hence we do not know whether (53) is also sufficient for C f,0 ( ) to be positive.
For the deterministic SD-DMC of Example 25, Theorem 26 yields the following:
Example 27: For the channel and cost-function of Example 25
Proof: Here (53) holds iff < 1, so the capacity is zero if = 1. (This could have also been established by noting that the all-one state-sequence results in the output being one irrespective of the input.) If 0 ≤ < 1, then the capacity is
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × W , and the first two equalities can be proved similarly as in Appendix C.
III. SELECTED PROOFS
This section contains the proofs of the results in Section II-A: Theorem 3 is proved in Section III-A; Theorem 4 in Section III-B; and Theorem 7 in Section III-C.
A. A Proof of Theorem 3
The proof consists of a direct and a converse part. We first establish the direct part. In fact, we prove the following stronger result:
Proposition 28: Consider an SD-DMC with feedback whose encoder is furnished with acausal SI. If (10) holds, then n bit channel uses suffice for the error-free transmission of a bit, where n bit is 1 if |S| = 1, and is otherwise upper-bounded by 7 |Y| log |S| log |Y| − log |Y| − 1 + |Y| + 1.
(59) 7 The logarithms in (59) are nonnegative, because (10) implies that |Y| ≥ 2.
The direct part of Theorem 3 follows from Proposition 28, because if (10) is satisfied, then, by Proposition 28, C f,0 ≥ 1/n bit > 0.
(60)
Before we prove Proposition 28, we briefly describe the coding scheme that we propose. To send a bit, our scheme uses the channel more than once. This is to be expected, because feedback is useless in schemes that use the channel only once, and we know that feedback is crucial in our setting: the zeroerror capacity of an SD-DMC with acausal SI can be zero without feedback but positive with feedback (Theorem 7).
The scheme has two phases. Phase 1 is not used to convey the bit but rather to reduce the decoder's ambiguity about the Phase-2 state-sequence. This is attained with an adaptive feedback code reminiscent of the one used in the first phase of Shannon's coding scheme for the stateless DMC [1] . But in our Phase 1, the encoder utilizes the Phase-1 state-sequence (albeit only causally). After Phase 1 the decoder computes the set of Phase-2 state-sequences of positive posterior probability given the Phase-1 outputs. This set can also be computed by the encoder thanks to the Phase-1 feedback. This enables the encoder to transmit the bit error-free in Phase 2. The feedback link is not used in Phase 2.
The condition in Theorem 3 ensures that Phases 1 and 2 are feasible. As we shall see, Phase 1 is feasible iff (14) holds, whereas Phase 2 is feasible iff (10) holds, where by Remarks 5 and 6 (10) ⇒ (14) and (10) / ⇐ (14), so feasibility is easier to attain in Phase 1 than in Phase 2.
Proof of Proposition 28: The case |S| = 1 follows from Shannon [1] (because in this case (10) is equivalent to (2)), and we hence assume that |S| ≥ 2. To transmit the bit m ∈ {0, 1}, we divide the blocklength-n bit transmission into Phase 1 and Phase 2 of n 1 and n 2 channel uses, where n bit = n 1 + n 2 .
(61)
For now, (n bit , n 1 , n 2 ) could be any triple of positive integers satisfying (61). At the end of the proof, we shall exhibit a choice of the triple for which the transmission is error-free and n bit is upper-bounded by (59). Before we do that, we describe Phase 1 and Phase 2, beginning with Phase 1. Let S n 1 +n 2 denote the set of possible length-(n 1 + n 2 ) state-sequences, and let S n 2 denote the set of possible state sequences occurring during Phase 2. Before the transmission begins, the encoder observes the entire state sequence S n 1 +n 2 . The goal of Phase 1 is to produce a random subset S n 1 ⊆ S n 2 with the following three properties: 1) S n 1 is determined by the Phase-1 outputs Y 1 , . . . , Y n 1 , so both encoder and decoder know S n 1 before Phase 2 begins; 2) with probability one S n 1 contains the Phase-2 state-sequence S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S n 1 is upper-bound by
To that end we partition the set S 0 S n 2 into |Y| different subsets of sizes between |S 0 |/|Y| and |S 0 |/|Y| . We index the |Y| subsets by the output alphabet Y and reveal the result to the encoder and decoder. To every pair (s, y) ∈ S × Y we assign an input x(s, y) ∈ X for which W y x(s, y), s = 0.
(63)
Such an x(s, y) exists, because substituting s for both s and s in (10) demonstrates that (10) implies that there exists a pair of inputs x , x ∈ X for which
i.e., for which for every y ∈ Y either W (y|x , s) or W (y|x , s) is zero. We can thus choose x(s, y) to be x when W (y|x , s) is zero and to be x when it is not. 8 If, thanks to its acausal SI, the encoder knows that the Time-1 state S 1 is s and that S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 is in the subset of S 0 indexed by y, then at Time 1 it transmits x(s, y). This choice guarantees by (63) that, upon observing the Time-1 output Y 1 , the decoder will know that the Phase-2 state-sequence is not an element of the subset of S 0 indexed by Y 1 , and that it is thus in the S 0 -complement of this subset, which we denote S 1 . Note that: 1) both encoder and decoder know S 1 after Channel-Use 1; 2) S 1 contains S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S 1 is upper-bounded by
Phase 1 continues in the same fashion: Let i ∈ [2 : n 1 ], and assume that the first i −1 channel uses have produced a random subset S i−1 of S n 2 with the following three properties: 1) both encoder and decoder know S i−1 after Channel-Use (i − 1); 2) S i−1 contains S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S i−1 is upper-bounded by
After i − 1 channel uses, we partition S i−1 into |Y| different subsets of sizes between |S i−1 |/|Y| and |S i−1 |/|Y| . We index the subsets by the elements of the output alphabet Y and reveal the result to the encoder and decoder. If, thanks to its acausal SI, the encoder knows that the Time-i state S i is s and that S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 is an element of the subset of S i−1 indexed by y, then it transmits x(s, y) at Time i . This choice guarantees by (63) that, upon observing the Time-i output Y i , the decoder will know that the Phase-2 state-sequence is not an element of the subset indexed by Y i , and that it is thus in the S i−1 -complement of this subset, which we denote S i . Note that: 1) both encoder and decoder know S i after Channel-Use i ; 2) S i contains S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S i is upper-bounded by
Since this holds for every i ∈ [1 : n 1 ], the goal of Phase 1 is attained, and the first n 1 channel uses produce a random subset S n 1 of S n 2 with the following three properties: 1) both encoder and decoder know S n 1 before Phase 2 begins; 2) S n 1 contains the Phase-2 state-sequence S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S n 1 is upper-bound by
We next turn to Phase 2 whose goal is to transmit the bit error-free. To that end the encoder allocates to every bit value m ∈ {0, 1} and every state sequence s in S n 1 a length-n 2 codeword x(m, s), where the codewords are chosen so that
(We will shortly show how this can be done.) If the value of the bit to be sent is m ∈ {0, 1} and if the Phase-2 state-sequence is s, then the encoder transmits in Phase 2 the codeword x(m, s). Condition (74) implies that, upon observing the realization y ∈ Y n 2 of the Phase-2 output-sequence Y n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 , the decoder, who knows S n 1 and the codewords x(m,s) , can determine the value of m error-free, because for the true realization s ∈ S n 1 of the Phase-2 state-sequence
The decoder can thus calculate i W y i x i (m,s),s i for each m ∈ {0, 1} ands ∈ S n 1 and produce them for which this product is positive for somes ∈ S n 1 . One (inefficient) way to achieve (74) is the following. Let 
(78) allocate to every ordered pair (s, s ) ∈ S n 1 × S n 1 a different index i ∈ 1 : |S n 1 | 2 ; and for the allocated index i choose x i (0, s) = x(s i , s i ) and x i (1, s ) = x (s i , s i ), and thus guarantee, by (77), that
The above specifies |S n 1 | out of n 2 ≥ |S n 1 | 2 symbols of each codeword x(m, s). How we choose the other n 2 − |S n 1 | symbols is immaterial. To be explicit, we choose each of them to be x . The described choice of the codewords x(m, s) clearly satisfies (74). Hence, it would only remain to exhibit some choice of the triple (n bit , n 1 , n 2 ) satisfying (61) and (78). This can be done using (62), but the resulting value of n bit need not be upper-bounded by (59). To fix this, we allocate the indices more efficiently. Note that for every i ∈ 1 : |S n 1 | 2 the above choice of the codewords x(m, s) allocates meaningful values to the i -th symbols of only two codewords, namely x(0, s) and x(1, s ), where (s, s ) is the ordered pair to which Index i has been allocated. More efficiently, we can allocate the same index i to several distinct pairs (s, s ).
Index i has been allocated to the ordered pair (s, s ), and we choose each codeword symbol that has not been assigned a value to be x .) This works whenever any two distinct pairs (s, s ), (s,s ) that are allocated the same index i satisfy s =s and s =s , because then every codeword symbol x i (m, s) is assigned exactly one value. An efficient way to allocate the indices and guarantee that this requirement is met is the following. Instead of (78), choose any integer n 2 that satisfies
(An explicit choice for which n bit is upper-bounded by (59) will be given in (83).) Index the elements of S n 1 by 1 : |S n 1 | , where s ( j ) denotes the element of S n 1 indexed by j . Allocate to every ordered pair s(k), s( ) , where k, ∈ 1 :
which clearly satisfies
By (81) To conclude the proof of Proposition 28, it remains to exhibit some choice of the triple (n bit , n 1 , n 2 ) satisfying (61) and (80). By (62) these are satisfied if
and for this choice n bit is upper-bounded by (59). We next prove the converse part of Theorem 3.
Converse Part: To show that (10) is necessary for C f,0 to be positive, we need to prove that if (10) does not hold, i.e., if there exists a pair of states s, s ∈ S such that
then it is impossible to transmit a single bit error-free. Condition (84) can be alternatively expressed as
which makes the claim almost obvious. Indeed, (85) implies that, if the state sequence is all s or all s , then-during every channel use and irrespective of the inputs x, x that we choose-the pairs (x, s) and (x , s ) can produce the same output. This implies that for every pair of messages m, m ∈ M and every encoding mappings there exists an output sequence of positive probability conditional on each of the following two events: 1) the message is m, and the state sequence is all s; or 2) the message is m , and the state sequence is all s .
To prove this formally, let the bit take values in the set M = {0, 1}, and fix a blocklength n and n encoding mappings
Denote by s ∈ S n the all-s and by s ∈ S n the all-s state-sequence, so
To show that the mappings do not achieve error-free transmission, we will exhibit an output sequence y ∈ Y n that for every i ∈ [1 : n] satisfies
This will rule out error-free transmission, because if the state sequence is either s or s , then the decoder, not knowing which, cannot recover the bit. Our construction of y ∈ Y n is inductive, i.e., we first exhibit a Time-1 output y 1 ∈ Y that satisfies (87) for i = 1, and we then repeatedly increment i by one (until it reaches n) and exhibit a Time-i output y i ∈ Y that-together with the previously constructed {y j } j ∈[1:i−1] -satisfies (87).
We start by exhibiting a Time-1 output y 1 ∈ Y that satisfies (87) for i = 1. To this end we observe from (85) and (86) that
If y is as promised in (88), then we choose y 1 = y with the result that (87) holds for i = 1.
For the inductive step, suppose ∈ [2 : n], and that we have already constructed {y i } i∈[1: −1] for which (87) holds for every i ∈ [1 : − 1]. We construct a Time-output y ∈ Y that-together with the previously constructed {y i } i∈[1: −1]satisfies (87) when we substitute for i in (87), i.e., we show that
In fact, (89) follows from (85) and (86).
Since the construction goes through for every ∈ [1 : n], when reaches n we have constructed an output sequence y ∈ Y n that for every i ∈ [1 : n] satisfies (87).
B. A Proof of Theorem 4
As we prove in Appendix D, restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form (12), does not change the RHS of (11), nor does restricting the cardinality of U to (13) (Lemma 36). To prove Theorem 4 it thus suffices to establish a direct part for the case where the cardinality of U is restricted to (13) and a converse part for the case where U is any finite set. We first establish the direct part.
Direct Part: Our coding scheme can be roughly described as follows. We partition the blocklength-n transmission into B + 1 subblocks, with each of the first B subblocks being of length k. Each of these subblocks is guaranteed to reduce the "survivor set"-i.e., the set of messages of positive posterior probability given the channel outputs-by at least a factor of nearly
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . The parameter B is chosen so that the post-Subblock-B survivor-set be "small." The last subblock further reduces the survivor-set from a small set to a singleton containing the transmitted message. The coding scheme asymptotically achieves the rate on the RHS of (11), because, when B and k are large, the last subblock is of negligible length compared to Bk and therefore does not affect the code's asymptotic rate.
In the first B subblocks our scheme draws on Dueck's scheme for zero-error communication over the multipleaccess channel with feedback [3] . Dueck's scheme in turnlike [4] and [5] -draws on Ahlswede's work [6] , which was originally motivated by the AVC with feedback, and which on the (stateless) DMC W (y|x) achieves the zero-error feedback capacity (4) [6] . We next describe Subblocks 1 through B of Ahlswede's scheme and then show how to adapt them to the present setting. 
Ahlswede's scheme is designed so as to guarantee that
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P X × P Y |X . For every b ∈ [1 : B] Ahlswede's Subblock-b transmission can be described as follows. Thanks to the feedback link, the set M b−1 can be computed by both transmitter and receiver after Subblock (b − 1). They can thus agree on a partition of
, and they can agree on a way to associate with each message set a different k-tuple from T (k)
P X associated with the message set containing m. Based on the Subblockb outputs y (b) , the encoder and decoder compute M b as follows: they identify all the k-tuples in T (k) P X that could have produced the Subblock-b outputs y (b) , and they compute M b as the union of the message sets with which these k-tuples are associated.
We next establish (90), or more precisely that
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P X × P Y |X , and where α k is given by
and hence converges to zero as k tends to infinity. To this end assume that (91b) holds and note that, with probability one, the empirical type of the pair of Subblock-b inputs and outputs
This allows us to upper-bound the number of k-tuples in T (k) P X that could have produced the observed Subblock-b outputs y (b) : For every fixed k-type P X,Y on X × Y, the number of k-tuples x that satisfy x, y ( 
where the conditional entropy is w.r.t. the joint PMF P X,Y [9, Lemma 2.5]. This, combined with (93) and the fact that the number of k-types on X × Y cannot exceed
where the conditional entropy is w.r.t. the joint PMF
; and, by the assumption that (91b) holds,
where (a) follows from (91b); and (b) follows from the inequality T (k)
. From (96) and the fact that the number of k-tuples in T (k) P X that could have produced y (b) is upper-bounded by (94) we obtain (91).
We next sketch our adaption of Ahlswede's scheme to the present setting. For every b ∈ [1 : B] the Subblock-b transmission can be described as follows. Before the transmission begins, the encoder is revealed the realization s (b) S bk
of the Subblock-b state-sequence. Assume for now that the decoder-while incognizant of s (b) -knows its empirical type P s (b) : the latter will be conveyed to the decoder error-free in Subblock B + 1. Let M 0 M be the set of possible messages, and let M b be the post-Subblock-b survivor-set, i.e., the (random) subset of M b−1 comprising the messages in M b−1 of positive posterior probability given the Subblock-b outputs y (b) and the empirical type P s (b) . Choose some k-type
. In the following, unless otherwise specified, all entropies and mutual infor-
message sets of sizes between |M b−1 |/ and |M b−1 |/ ; and we associate with each message set a different bin from the bins
where the bins {B } ∈[1: ] are pairwise disjoint subsets of T
and where each bin "covers" T (k)
(Lemma 29 ahead guarantees the existence of such bins whenever k is sufficiently large.) To transmit Message m ∈ M b−1 , the encoder picks from the bin that is associated with the message set containing m a k-tuple
U,X,S is a k-type, and because, by (98b),
.) Based on the Subblock-b outputs y (b) and the empirical type P s (b) , the encoder and decoder compute M b as follows. First, they identify all the k-tuples in T
could have produced the observed Subblock-b outputs y (b) . Then, they determine all the bins that contain at least one of the identified k-tuples. Finally, they compute M b as the union of the message sets with which these bins are associated. 9 Using arguments similar to those for the stateless DMC, we next show that
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P
U,X,S × P Y |U,X,S , and where β k is given by
and hence converges to zero as k tends to infinity. To this end assume that (99b) holds and note that, with probability one, the empirical type of the tuple (u (b) 
This allows us to upper-bound the number of k-tuples in T (k)
where the conditional entropy is w.r.t. the joint PMF P U,Y [9, Lemma 2.5]. This, combined with (101) and the fact that the number of k-types on U × Y cannot exceed (1 + k) |U | |Y| , implies that the number of k-tuples in T (k)
where the conditional entropy is w.r.t. the joint PMF P
U,X,S × P Y |U,X,S . Since the bins are pairwise disjoint (98a), no k-tuple is contained in more than one bin, and (102) is thus also an upper bound on the number of bins that contain at least one k-tuple that could have produced the observed Subblockb outputs. Every bin is associated with a message set of size 9 Our Subblocks 1 through B are reminiscent of Merhav and Weissman's -error scheme for the state-dependent DMC with acausal SI and feedback to the encoder [5, Sec. III], which also draws on [4] and [6] . Unlike the -error scheme, our Subblock b must, however, reduce M b−1 with probability one and hence differs from Subblock b of the -error scheme in the following three aspects: 1) it can deal with every possible Subblock-b state-sequence, regardless of whether or not its empirical type is close to the PMF Q of the state; 2) for every fixed k-type P
S , and every message m in M b−1 , the bin allocated to the message set containing m contains some k-tuple
; and 3) our Subblock b can deal with every possible Subblock-b output-sequence, regardless of whether or not the sequence is typical according to W (y|x, s).
at most |M b−1 |/ ; and, by (97) and the assumption that (99b) holds,
From (102), (104), and the fact that
we obtain (99).
Since H (U |S) ≤ log |U| and > 0, it follows from (99) that
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P (b) U,X,S × P Y |U,X,S , and where β k is defined in (100). From (106), which holds for every b ∈ [1 : B], we infer that we can choose B to be the smallest integer for which
In Subblock (B + 1) we resolve the post-Subblock-B survivor-set M B , and we transmit the empirical types P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) of the state sequences pertaining to Subblocks 1 through B. 10 It follows from (107) that, when B is large, the number of bits that are needed to resolve M B is negligible compared to Bk. Moreover, when k is large, B log(1+k)|S|, which upper-bounds the number of bits needed to represent P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) , is small compared to Bk. If we thus choose B and k sufficiently large, then-compared to Bk-the encoder will only need to transmit few bits errorfree in Subblock (B + 1), and by Proposition 28 this can be achieved with the length of the last subblock negligible compared to Bk.
We next describe and analyze our coding scheme in detail, beginning with Subblocks 1 through B and ending with the last subblock. Throughout, we assume that C f,0 is positive, which (by Theorem 3) is equivalent to the assumption that (10) holds.
For Subblocks 1 through B we only provide the missing details. Fix positive integers B, k, some finite set U of cardinality
and some > 0. Assume for now that the decoder knows the empirical types P s (b) b∈ [1:B] of the state sequences s (b) b∈ [1:B] : those will be conveyed to the decoder error-free in Subblock B + 1. Let M 0 M be the set of possible messages, and for every b ∈ [1 : B] let M b be the post-Subblock-b survivor-set, i.e., the (random) set of messages of positive posterior probability given the channel outputs Y bk and the empirical types P s (b ) 
positive posterior probability given the Subblock-b outputs y (b) and the empirical type P s (b) of the Subblock-b state-sequence s (b) . We already described the Subblock-b transmission for every b ∈ [1 : B]; it only remains to show that we can find bins
such that (98) holds. This follows from the following lemma: Lemma 29: Let U and S be finite sets. For every > 0 we can find a positive integer η 0 = η 0 |U|, |S|, that will guarantee that, for every k ≥ η 0 and every k-type P U,S , there exist a partition {B } ∈[1: ] of the type class T (k) P U with the property that
Proof: See Appendix E. By Lemma 29 and (108) we can find a positive integer η 0 = η 0 |X |, |S|, that guarantees that, for every k ≥ η 0 and k-type P
satisfying (98). Henceforth, assume that k ≥ η 0 and that the bins are as above. We next conclude the analysis of Subblocks 1 through B by showing that each of these subblocks can reduce the survivor set by at least a factor of nearly
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . To that end recall that if (106b) holds, then |M b | can be upper-bounded in terms of |M b−1 | using (106a), where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF
U,X,S × P Y |U,X,S , and where β k is defined in (100). Since we can choose any k-type P
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF
Every conditional PMF can be approximated in the total variation distance by a conditional k-type when k is sufficiently large; and, because entropy and mutual information are continuous in this distance [9, Lemma 2.7], it follows that-for the above choice of the conditional k-type and some γ k = γ k |U|, |X |, |S|, |Y| , which converges to zero as k tends to infinity-(106) implies
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Because our scheme works for any > 0, it follows that for every > 0 and positive integer k ≥ η 0 |X |, |S|, each of Subblocks 1 through B is guaranteed to reduce the survivor set by a factor of at least
until |M B | is smaller than 2 k log |U | . Here the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S , and
and hence converges to zero as tends to zero and k to infinity.
Since C f,0 is positive, so is the RHS of (11); and, because δ ( , k) converges to zero as ↓ 0 and k → ∞, it follows that we can choose sufficiently small and B and k sufficiently large so that
and ⎛ ⎜ ⎝max
This guarantees that
because each subblock reduces the survivor set by the factor in (112) until |M B | is smaller than 2 k log |U | . We now deal with Subblock B + 1. In Subblock (B + 1) we resolve the post-Subblock-B survivor-set M B , and we transmit the empirical types P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) of the state sequences pertaining to Subblocks 1 through B. By (115) the resolution of M B requires at most k log |U| bits. And since the empirical type of each s (b) can take on at most (1+k) |S| values, we need at most B log(1 + k) |S| bits to describe P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) . In the last subblock we thus need to transmit at most
bits error-free. Proposition 28 and the assumption that C f,0 is positive guarantee that this can be achieved by choosing the length of the last subblock to be
where n bit = n bit |S|, |Y| .
We are now ready to join the dots and conclude that the coding scheme asymptotically achieves any rate smaller than the RHS of (11). More precisely, we will show that, for every rate R smaller than the RHS of (11) and every sufficientlylarge blocklength n, our coding scheme can convey n R bits error-free in n channel uses. It follows from (114) and (117) that if the positive integers n, B, k and > 0 are such that
and
then our coding scheme can convey n R bits error-free in
channel uses. It thus remains to exhibit positive integers B, k and some > 0 such that, for every sufficiently-large blocklength n, (118) holds and
As we argue next, when n is sufficiently large we can choose
and we can choose any > 0 for which
Note that, whenever n is sufficiently large, B is positive and (120) is satisfied. To see that also (118) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, we first observe from (121b) that k tends to infinity as n tends to infinity. This implies that (118a) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, and that δ( , k) (which is defined in (113), where γ k = γ k |U|, |X |, |S|, |Y| converges to zero as k tends to infinity) converges to as n tends to infinity. We next observe that (121) implies that Bk/n converges to one as n tends to infinity. This, combined with the fact that δ( , k) converges to as n tends to infinity and with (122), implies that (118b) holds whenever n is sufficiently large.
We next prove the converse part of Theorem 4.
Converse Part: Fix a finite set M, a blocklength n, and an (n, M) zero-error code with n encoding mappings
and |M| disjoint decoding sets D m ⊆ Y n , m ∈ M. We will show that, for some chance variable U of finite support U, the rate 1 n log |M| of the code is upper-bounded by the RHS of (11).
Draw M uniformly over M, and denote its distribution P M . Since the code is a zero-error code,
where P is the distribution of (M, S n , X n , Y n ) induced by P M , the state distribution Q, the encoding mappings (123), and the channel law W (y|x, s), so for every (m, s, x, y)
where
Fix any PMFP S on S and any collection of n conditional
It follows from (1) and (127) thatP M,S n ,X n ,Y n P and consequently that (124) implies
We upper-bound 1 n log |M| by carrying out the following calculation as in [13, Sec. 7.6] but underP M,S n ,X n ,Y n of (128):
where 
From (134) it then follows that every choice ofP S and [1:n] satisfying (127) gives rise to an upper bound
where the mutual informations in the i -th summand are w.
We will conclude the proof by exhibiting a PMFP S and a collection of conditional PMFs [1:n] satisfying (127) for which each summand on the RHS of (136) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (11) .
We begin with the choice of
and consequently choosing a collection of conditional PMFs [1:n] that satisfy (127) is tantamount to choosing a collection of conditional PMFs P Y i |U i ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] that satisfy (137). We shall choose the latter collection, and we shall do so as follows.
We first chooseP Y i |U i ,X i ,S i for i = 1, and we then repeatedly increment i by one until it reaches n. Key to our choice is the observation, which will be justified shortly, that P S and P Y j |U j ,X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] determineP U i ,X i ,S i . Our choice ofP Y i |U i ,X i ,S i can thus depend not only on our choice of P S and our previous choices of P Y j |U j ,X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] but also onP U i ,X i ,S i . This will allow us to chooseP Y i |U i ,X i ,S i as one that-among all conditional PMFs satisfying (137)minimizes
we will then find that, for our choice of P Y i |U i ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] ,
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF [1:n] satisfy (137), and hence (136) and (140) will imply that
where the mutual informations in the i -th summand are w.r.t.
We now prove thatP S and P Y j |U j ,X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] indeed determineP U i ,X i ,S i . In fact, we will show that the two
We use mathematical induction, but first we note that the PMFP M,S n ,X n ,Y n is constructed inductively: by (128)
and, for every ∈ [2 : n],P M,S n ,X ,Y −1 is constructed from
In describing the proof we shall make the dependence on P M , our choice ofP S , and P X j |M,S n ,Y j −1 j ∈[1:n] , whose components are determined by the encoding mappings (123) via (126), implicit. 1) Basis = 1: It follows from (142) thatP M,S n ,X 1 is determined.
2) Inductive
Step: Fix ∈ [2 : i ], and suppose that P M,S n ,X −1 ,Y −2 is determined by
This proves that, for every i ∈ [1 : n],P M,S n ,X i ,Y i−1 and consequently alsoP U i ,X i ,S i are determined byP S and P Y j |U j ,X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] , and hence (141) holds.
Having established (141), we are now ready to conclude the proof. By the definition of U i (135) the cardinality of the support U i of U i satisfies
Consequently, (139) and (141) imply that
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×P U,X |S ×P Y |U,X,S . Since we can choose any PMF P S on S, we can choose one that-among all PMFs on Syields the tightest bound, i.e., minimizes
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×P U,X |S ×P Y |U,X,S . For this choice ofP S (145) implies that
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×P U,X |S ×P Y |U,X,S .
C. A Proof of Theorem 7
We use the following lemma to establish Theorem 7: Lemma 30 (Acausal SI, No Feedback): In the absence of feedback, a sufficient condition for the zero-error capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI to be zero is
A sufficient condition for this capacity to be positive is that for some κ ∈ 2 : |Y| and λ ∈ 2 : κ |X | there exist channel inputs
and λ pairwise-disjoint nonempty subsets Y 1 , . . . , Y ⊂ Y such that the following two conditions hold:
Proof: We prove the first part of the lemma by showing that if (148) holds, then without feedback it is impossible to transmit a single bit error-free. The second part is proved in Appendix N. Let the bit take values in the set M = {0, 1}, and fix a blocklength n, an encoding mapping f : M × S n → X n , 
Let s ∈ S n be the all-s state-sequence, so s i = s , i ∈ [1 : n], and let x = f (0, s ). Choosing x in (150) to be the i -th component x i of f (0, s ), it follows from (150) that for every i ∈ [1 : n] there exists some s ∈ S, say s (i ), for which
Let s ∈ S n be the state sequence whose i -th component s i is
This makes it impossible for the decoder to determine with certainty whether the transmitted bit is 0 or 1 even if it is told that the state sequence is s or s . This concludes the proof of the first part of the lemma.
Theorem 7 follows from Theorem 3, Lemma 30, and the following example:
Example 31: Suppose X = {0, 1} and S = Y = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. For every x ∈ X and s ∈ S define Y x,s according to Table III , and let W (y|x, s) be such that
Then, the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) satisfies both (10) and (148).
Remark 32: Lemma 30 does not fully characterize the SD-DMCs whose zero-error capacity with acausal SI is positive in the absence of feedback. For example the SD-DMC of Example 31 but with state alphabet S = {1, 2, 4} satisfies neither the necessary nor the sufficient condition of the lemma. However, when W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued (cf. Corollary 9), Lemma 30 implies that the capacity is positive iff
(To see this, choose the sets {Y } in Lemma 30 to be the singletons containing the outputs y ∈ Y for which W (y|x, s) > 0 holds for some (x, s) ∈ X × S.)
IV. SUMMARY
We now know the zero-error feedback capacity of the statedependent channel in all three cases: when the state is revealed to the encoder strictly-causally, causally, or acausally. In each case the capacity result comprises two parts: a characterization of the channels for which the capacity is positive, and a formula for the capacity when it is.
• Revealing the state to the encoder stictly-causally does not increase capacity (Remark 17), and the problem reduces to the stateless channel, which was solved by Shannon [1] , with Ahlswede [6] later providing an alternative form and an alternative subblocks-based coding scheme. • When the state is revealed to the encoder causally, the SI is utilized optimally by using Shannon strategies, and the zero-error feedback capacity is thus that of the stateless channel into which the state-dependent channel is transformed when the encoder uses Shannon strategies (Theorems 10 and 11). • For the case where the state is revealed to the encoder acausally, our positivity characterization (Theorem 3) is reminiscent of Shannon's, and our formula (Theorem 4) is reminiscent of Ahlswede's. The acausal case exhibits phenomena that are not observed in the strictly-causal and causal cases: The zero-error feedback capacity can be positive even if in the absence of feedback the zero-error capacity is zero (Theorem 7), and the error-free transmission of a single bit may require more than one channel use (Corollary 8).
Our coding scheme for the acausal case builds on Ahlswede's subblocks-based scheme [6] and to a lesser degree on Shannon's sequential approach [1] . In contrast to Shannon's sequential scheme, in Ahlswede's scheme the encoder codes over subblocks, and it can therefore take advantage of the acausal SI in a more natural way.
Ahlswede's scheme also seems to be more natural in the stateless case in the presence of input constraints: his expression remains valid provided we replace the maximization over the input distribution with a constrained maximization (Corollary 21). This is not the case for Shannon's expression, irrespective of whether or not we allow for a time-sharing chance variable (Remark 22).
For the acausal case we also established the zero-error feedback capacity for a scenario where-in addition to the message-also the state sequence must be recovered (Theorem 19), i.e., the zero-error state-conveying feedback capacity; for a scenario with an average-cost constraint on the channel inputs (Theorem 20); and for a scenario with an average-cost constraint on prespecified l-blocks of consecutive channel states (Theorem 26).
A recurring theme in our coding schemes is that, as of the beginning of the transmission, the encoder attempts to convey not only the message but also the state sequence governing the last subblock, a state sequence of which it is cognizant because the entire state sequence is revealed to it acausally. Once the ambiguity about the last-subblock's state sequence and the message has been sufficiently reduced, the last subblock is used to resolve it, or rather to decode the message.
Another recurring theme in our coding schemes is thatto reduce the decoder's ambiguity about the message and the last-subblock's state sequence-each subblock uses pairwise disjoint bins that "completely cover" the set of possible state sequences in the sense that all the state sequences pertaining to the subblock can be accommodated.
A recurring theme in the converse parts is to select the "worst possible" joint distribution of the message, state sequence, input sequence, and output sequence. By "possible" we mean here that the distribution is compatible with the encoding mappings and absolutely continuous w.r.t. the distribution that is induced by the uniform message distribution, the state distribution, the encoding mappings, and the channel law. By "worst" we mean that the distribution yields-among all "possible" distributions-the tightest bound.
A remaining problem is to characterize the family of channels whose zero-error capacity with acausal SI is zero in the absence of feedback. We provided a sufficient condition (Lemma 30), which we then used to show that some members of this family have positive zero-error capacity in the presence of feedback (Theorem 7). We also showed that some channels outside this family have zero zero-error capacity when the state is revealed causally (Theorem 14). On such channels with acausal SI the error-free transmission of a single bit requires more than one channel use also in the absence of feedback (Corollary 15). (Recall that in the causal case the zero-error capacity-both in the presence and in the absence of feedback-is positive iff it is possible to transmit a single bit error-free in one channel use.) One way to characterize the family might be to upper-bound the maximal number of channel uses that could be necessary to transmit a single bit error-free.
Other remaining problems are to find an explicit necessary and sufficient condition for the zero-error state-conveying feedback capacity to be positive; to characterize all the channels whose zero-error state-conveying feedback capacity is zero but for which it is nevertheless possible to convey the state sequence error-free; to establish the zero-error feedback capacity with acuasal SI subject to a type-one (46) averagecost constraint on the channel states; and to find an explicit necessary and sufficient condition for the zero-error feedback capacity with acausal SI subject to a type-two (51) averagecost constraint on the channel states to be positive.
APPENDIX A A PROOF OF REMARK 2
Definition 33: For any finite set M and positive integer n ∈ N, an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with acausal SI and a stochastic encoder is defined like its deterministic counterpart (Definition 1) except that the encoding may depend on some chance variable ϒ that is drawn from some finite set U according to some PMF P ϒ . 11 The code thus consists of a finite set U, a PMF P ϒ on U, n encoding mappings
such that for every m ∈ M the probability of a decoding error is zero,
Proof of Remark 2: Given an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with a stochastic encoder (155) and decoding sets (156), we can construct an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with a deterministic encoder (6) as follows. We fix some element υ of U for which P ϒ (υ ) > 0 and consider the n deterministic encoding mappings
It then follows from (157) that for every m ∈ M and s ∈ S n
so the encoding mappings {g i } i∈ [1:n] and the decoding sets (156) constitute an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with acausal SI and a deterministic encoder (6) .
To conclude this section, we show that allowing for any (not necessarily discrete) random variable ϒ in Definition 33 does not lead to a more general notion of an (n, M) zero-error feedback code with acausal SI and a stochastic encoder. To this end we shall use the following lemma [17] :
Lemma 34 (Functional Representation Lemma): Given two chance variables X and Y of finite support, there exist a chance variable S of finite support S that is independent of X and a function g :
Remark 35: An (n, M) zero-error feedback code with acausal SI and a stochastic encoder can also be viewed as a collection of n conditional PMFs
and |M| disjoint decoding sets (156) for which (157) holds, where
Indeed, for every (not necessarily discrete) random variable ϒ of support U, encoding mappings (155), and decoding sets (156), there exist n conditional PMFs (160) for which 
APPENDIX B A PROOF OF REMARKS 5 AND 6
Proof: We begin with Remark 6. We first show that Condition (14) implies that the RHS of (11) is positive. To this end assume that (14) holds, pick U = Y, and let U be independent of S and uniform over U, so
Fix some conditional PMF P X |U,S that satisfies
(Such a P X |U,S exists, because (14) says that for every pair (u, s) ∈ U × S there exists somex =x(u, s) ∈ X for which W (u|x, s) is zero, and we can thus choose P X |U,S to assignx(u, s) probability one.) For P U,X |S = P U × P X |U,S , for every PMF P S on S, and for every conditional PMF P Y |U,X,S satisfying
we obtain w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S
where (a) holds because U is independent of S; (b) holds because U is uniform over its support Y; and (c) holds because (164) and (165) imply that (P S × P X |U,S × P Y |U,X,S )almost-surely U = Y , and because the uniform distribution maximizes entropy. From this we conclude that Condition (14) is sufficient for the RHS of (11) to be positive. We next turn to proving that if the RHS of (11) is positive, then (14) holds. We prove the contrapositive: we show that if for some (s ,
then the RHS of (11) must be zero. Suppose s and y are as above, introduce the PMF on S
and choose P Y |U,X,S = P Y |X,S , where
Note that the conditional PMF P Y |U,X,S satisfies P Y |U =u,X,S ∈ P(W ), ∀ u ∈ U, because (170) and (172) imply that P Y |X,S ∈ P(W ). For every conditional PMF P U,X |S , (171) and (172) imply that (P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S )-almost-surely Y = y , and hence we obtain w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S
Since this holds for every conditional PMF P U,X |S , we conclude that
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S .
Having established Remark 6, we next prove Remark 5 by providing an example for which Theorem 3 implies that C f,0 = 0, and yet (14) 
APPENDIX C A PROOF OF COROLLARY 9 WHERE W (y|x, s) IS {0, 1}-VALUED Proof: In this appendix we assume that W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued, and we derive (15) from Theorems 3 and 4.
We first show that Theorem 3 implies that C f,0 is positive iff the RHS of (15) is positive. The latter is positive iff
i.e., iff for every state there exists a pair of inputs that the deterministic channel maps to different outputs. By Theorem 3 C f,0 is positive iff (10) holds, and we thus have to show that (10) ⇐⇒ (176).
The assumption that W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued implies that for every pair of states s, s ∈ S (not necessarily distinct) and every pair of inputs x, x ∈ X
Using this we prove (177), beginning with (10) ⇒ (176).
If we let s = s, then (10) and (178) imply that for every state s ∈ S there exists a pair of inputs x, x ∈ X that the channel maps to different outputs y, y ∈ Y, so
and hence
This proves (179). It remains to show that 
and hence we conclude that (182) holds.
It remains to show that when C f,0 is positive, then the RHS of (11) coincides with the RHS of (15). We first show that
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × W . Note that for every u ∈ U the condition that P Y |U =u,X,S ∈ P(W ) is satisfied iff for every pair (x, s) ∈ X × S the outputs that have probability zero w.r.t. W (·|x, s) have probability zero w.r.t. P Y |U,X,S (·|u, x, s). By the assumption that W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued, this holds iff
and therefore (185) follows from Theorem 4. With (185) at hand, we are now ready to show that the RHS of (11) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (15): w.r.t. the joint
where (a) holds by (185); (b) holds because conditioning cannot increase entropy; (c) follows from the chain rule;
(d) holds because conditional entropy is nonnegative; and (e) holds because the uniform distribution maximizes entropy, and because we can choose P S to assign probability one to some s ∈ S that minimizes
Having shown that the RHS of (11) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (15), we now conclude by showing that the reverse also holds, i.e., that the RHS of (11) is lower-bounded by the RHS of (15) . Take U = Y, and for every s ∈ S choose P U |S (·|s) to be the uniform distribution on the set
By the assumption that W (y|x, s) is {0, 1}-valued, this choice of P U |S guarantees that for every pair (u, s) ∈ U × S for which P U |S (u|s) > 0 there exists some x = x(u, s) ∈ X for which W (u|x, s) = 1. Now choose P X |U,S to assign x(u, s) probability one. For P U,X |S = P U |S × P X |U,S and for every PMF P S on S, we obtain (P S × P U |S × P X |U,S × W )-almostsurely U = Y and w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U |S × P X |U,S ×W
where ( 
does not change (193) . Nor does requiring that U take values in a set U whose cardinality |U| satisfies
Proof: We first show that restricting X to be a function of U and S does not change (193) . By the Functional Representation lemma (Lemma 34), for every conditional PMF P U,X |S , there exists a chance variable V of finite support V and a function h : 
Fix some PMF P V on V, a function h : U × V × S → X , and a conditional PMF P U |S , and let (U, V, X, S) ∼ P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S , where P U,X |V ,S is given in (198) . LetP Y |U,V ,X,S be some conditional PMF satisfying (199) and note that this implies that 
where (a) follows from the chain rule and the independence of V and (U, S) under P U,V ,X,S (198); and (b) holds because mutual information is nonnegative. Since P U,X,S ×P Y |U,X,S is obtained from P U,V ,X,S ×P Y |U,V ,X,S by integrating V out (201), This and (202) imply that
Since (199) implies (200), it follows from (203) that
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S × P Y |U,V ,X,S in the first line and w.r.t. P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S × P Y |U,X,S in the second line, where P U,X |V ,S is given in (198) . The RHS of (204) is (197), which, as we have noted, is equal to (193) . Consequently, the LHS of (204) upper-bounds (193). But the LHS of (204) corresponds to choosing the auxiliary chance variableŨ = (U, V ), with the result that X is a deterministic function of (Ũ , S).
It remains to show that restricting the cardinality of U to (195) does not change (193) when the maximization in (193) is over all conditional PMFs P U,X |S of the form (194). To this end we show that (193) does not change when we require that for every distinct u 1 , u 2 ∈ U the mappings g(u 1 , ·) and g(u 2 , ·) differ. Since there are |X | |S| different mappings with domain S and co-domain X , this implies that restricting the cardinality of U to (195) does not change (193) .
Fix some finite set U and some conditional PMF P U,X |S of the form (194), and let (U, X, S) ∼ P S × P U,X |S . Suppose that there exist distinct u 1 , u 2 ∈ U for which
Define the chance variable
of support T = U \ {u 2 }, and denote by P U,T ,X,S the joint PMF of (U, T, X, S). By (205)
We will show that replacing U with T does not decrease our payoff, i.e., that miñ P Y |U,X,S :
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. P U,X,S ×P Y |U,X,S in the first line and w.r.t. P T ,X,S ×P Y |T ,X,S in the second line. By repeating this process we can repeatedly reduce the cardinality of the support set of the auxiliary chance variable until u 1 = u 2 implies that g(u 1 , ·) and g(u 2 , ·) differ.
LetP Y |T ,X,S be some conditional PMF satisfying
and define the conditional PMF
soP Y |U,X,S (y|u, x, s) =P Y |T ,X,S (y|t, x, s) when u = t or when u = u 2 and t = u 1 . From this and (206), which implies that P U,T ,X,S (u, t, x, s) is positive only when u = t or when u = u 2 and t = u 1 , it follows that
From (210) and the definition ofP Y |U,X,S (211) we see that
W.r.t. the joint PMF P U,T ,X,S ×P Y |U,X,S (which equals P U,T ,X,S ×P Y |T ,X,S by (212))
where (a) holds because under P U,T ,X,S X is determined by (T, S) (207); (b) holds because conditioning cannot increase entropy and by definition of mutual information; and (c) holds because under P U,T ,X,S ×P Y |U,X,S = P U,T ,X,S ×P Y |T ,X,S U and Y are conditionally independent given (T, X, S). From (216) and (219) we obtain
which is equivalent to
Since (210) and (211) imply (213), we obtain from (221) that (209) holds, i.e., that replacing U with T does not decrease our payoff. We can repeat the above process until we are left with a chance variableŪ of finite supportŪ ⊆ U that satisfies that for every distinctū 1 ,ū 2 ∈Ū the mappings g(ū 1 , ·) and g(ū 2 , ·) differ, and, by (209), that miñ P Y |U,X,S : P Y |U =u,X,S ∈P(W ), ∀ u∈U
From (222) we obtain the claim that (193)-with the maximization being over all conditional PMFs P U,X |S of the form (194)-does not change when we require that for every distinct u 1 , u 2 ∈ U the mappings g(u 1 , ·) and g(u 2 , ·) differ.
APPENDIX E A PROOF OF LEMMA 29
Proof: Recall that
Consider now the more interesting case where < H (U |S). We will show that if k exceeds some η 0 |U|, |S|, (to be specified later), then the desired partition {B } ∈[1: ] of T (k) P U exists. We shall do so using the probabilistic method. Fix k ∈ N and a k-type P U,S with corresponding conditional entropy H (U |S). Generate a random partition {B } ∈[1: ] of T (k) P U , where {B } is short for {B } ∈[1: ] , by placing each k-tuple u ∈ T (k) P U in a uniformly-drawn bin. We show that the probability that {B } violates (109) is smaller than one whenever k ≥ η 0 |U|, |S|, . From this it will follow that the desired partition exists.
To upper-bound the probability that {B } violates (109), we first upper-bound
for any fixed pair (s, ) ∈ T (k) P S × [1 : ]:
where (a) holds because each k-tuple u ∈ T (k)
where the last inequality holds by assumption that < H (U |S); and (c) holds because 1 − ξ ≤ e −ξ , ξ ∈ R, and because T (k)
Having obtained (227) for every fixed (s, ) ∈ T (k) P S × [1 : ], we use the Union-of-Events bound to upper-bound the probability that {B } violates (109): depends only on k, |U|, |S|, and , and it tends to −∞ as k tends to infinity. Consequently, there exists some η 0 |U|, |S|, that guarantees that the exponent is negative whenever k ≥ η 0 |U|, |S|, . For such values of k the RHS of (230) is smaller than one, and the desired partition exists.
APPENDIX F A PROOF OF THEOREM 10
The proof consists of a direct and a converse part. We first establish the direct part.
Direct Part: If there exists a partition Y = Y 0 ∪Y 1 satisfying (16), then the encoder can transmit a bit m ∈ {0, 1} error-free in one channel use: If m = 0 and the Time-1 channel-state is s ∈ S, then it sends some x ∈ X for which W (Y 0 |x, s) = 1, and if m = 1 and the Time-1 channel-state is s ∈ S, then it sends some x ∈ X for which W (Y 1 |x , s) = 1. This allows the decoder to recover the transmitted bit error-free by declaring "m = 0" if the Time-1 channel-output is in Y 0 and "m = 1" if the Time-1 channel-output is in Y 1 .
We next prove the converse part of Theorem 10.
Converse Part: To prove that (16) is necessary for C caus f,0 to be positive, we will show that if no partition Y = Y 0 ∪ Y 1 satisfies (16), then it is impossible to transmit a bit error-free. Assume then that no such partition exists, and let the bit take values in the set M = {0, 1}. Fix a blocklength n and n encoding mappings
To show that the mappings do not achieve error-free transmission, we will exhibit a pair of state sequences s,s ∈ S n and an output sequence y ∈ Y n that for every i ∈ [1 : n] satisfy
This will rule out error-free transmission, because if the state sequence is either s ors, then the decoder, not knowing which, cannot recover the bit.
Our construction of s,s ∈ S n and y ∈ Y n is inductive, i.e., we first exhibit Time-1 components s 1 ,s 1 ∈ S and y 1 ∈ Y that satisfy (231) for i = 1, and we then repeatedly increment i by one (until it reaches n) and exhibit Time-i components s i ,s i ∈ S and y i ∈ Y that-together with the previously constructed {s j ,s j } j ∈[1:i−1] and {y j } j ∈[1:i−1] -satisfy (231).
We start by exhibiting Time-1 components s 1 ,s 1 ∈ S and y 1 ∈ Y that satisfy (231) for i = 1. To this end we show that
Our proof of (232) is by contradiction. To reach a contradiction, suppose that (232) does not hold, so W y f 1 (0, s) , s W y f 1 (1,s) 
and by (233)
so 
Our proof of (238) is by contradiction. To reach a contradiction, suppose that (238) does not hold, so
Define the set
and by (239)
This contradicts our assumption that no partition Y = Y 0 ∪ Y 1 satisfies (16) .
Since the construction goes through for every ∈ [1 : n], when reaches n we have constructed a pair of state sequences s,s ∈ S n and an output sequence y ∈ Y n that for every i ∈ [1 : n] satisfy (231).
APPENDIX G A PROOF OF THEOREM 11
Suppose W (y|x, s) satisfies the condition in Theorem 10 for C caus f,0 to be positive. In this case the RHS of (17) and the RHS of (18) are equal, because the latter is the zeroerror feedback capacity of the (stateless) DMC W (y|u) (3) and thus-using Ahlswede's alternative form (4)-can be alternatively expressed as (17) . It thus suffices to prove (18), i.e.,
Direct Part: That the RHS of (244) is achievable follows from Shannon's results on the zero-error capacity [1, Th. 7] and on channels with states [12] . Indeed, the encoder can convert the channel to a stateless channel whose inputs are Shannon strategies [12] . That is, it can perform the encoding over the set U, where g(u, ·) : u ∈ U equals X S , and transmit at Time i the channel input g u i (m), S i , where u i (m) is the i -th component of the codeword u(m) corresponding to the message m to be transmitted (see Figure 3 and [13, Remark 7.6] ). In doing so, the encoder transforms the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with causal SI and feedback into the stateless DMC
with feedback. Because the zero-error feedback capacity of the DMC W (y|u) is equal to the RHS of (244) (see [1, Th. 7] or (3)), the RHS of (244) is achievable.
We next establish the converse part.
Converse Part: To establish that C caus f,0 cannot be larger than the RHS of (244), we adapt Shannon's converse of [1, Th. 7] to the present setting. Let
and fix a finite set M, a blocklength n, and n encoding mappings
We will exhibit an output sequence y ∈ Y n for which the corresponding post-n survivor-set
is of size at least
From (246) and (247) it will then follow that the probability of a decoding error can only be zero if |M| ≤ 2 nξ , because otherwise |M n | ≥ 2 and none of the messages in M n can be ruled out by the decoder.
To conclude the proof, we show by mathematical induction over i ∈ [0 : n] that for every i ∈ [0 : n]
where M i (y) is the post-i survivor-set corresponding to y, so
In (248b) we use the convention that the empty product is 1, so M 0 (∅) = M for i = 0. 1) Basis i = 0: Because M 0 (∅) = M, (248) holds for i = 0.
2) Inductive
Step: Fix ∈ [1 : n], and assume that (248) holds for i = − 1, i.e., that there exists some y −1 ∈ Y −1 for which
Suppose y −1 is as above. By the definition of the set M −1 (y −1 ) (248b), there exists a collection
To prove that (248a) holds for i = , we show that
Setting y to be the y ∈ Y promised in (251) will prove (248) for i = .
Because g(u, ·) : u ∈ U equals X S , for every
This and (20) imply that (251) is equivalent to
It thus suffices to establish (253). The proof is essentially the converse of [1, Th. 7] . For every u ∈ U denote by F u the fraction of all the messages m ∈ M −1 (y −1 ) for which u (m) equals u, so
The construction of the collection {F u } u∈U guarantees that for every y ∈ Y
Moreover, the collection {F u } u∈U is like a PMF on U, i.e.,
Choose y as one that-among all elements of Y-maximizes
For this choice of y we obtain the lower bound
where If y is as promised in (251) and we choose y to be y, then it follows from (249) and (250) that for i = the post-survivor-set M (y ) of (248b) is of size at least 2 − ξ |M|, and hence that (248) holds for i = .
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Proof: We begin with Remark 13. We first show that Condition (22) implies that the RHS of (17) is positive. To this end assume that (22) holds. Recall that g(u, ·) : u ∈ U equals X S . This, combined with (22), implies that for every y ∈ Y there must exist a u ∈ U, call it u y , that satisfies W y g(u y , s), s = 0, ∀ s ∈ S.
(262)
The mapping y → u y need not be one-to-one, but it follows from (262) that the cardinality of its range must exceed one. Let U be uniform over the set {u y : y ∈ Y},
where (a) holds because U is uniform over {u y : y ∈ Y}; (b) holds because U = u Y and because the uniform distribution maximizes entropy; and (c) holds because |Y| ≥ 2 (which follows from (22)), and because the function
is strictly monotonically decreasing in ξ . This implies that the RHS of (17) is positive:
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P U × P Y |U . We next turn to proving that if the RHS of (17) is positive, then (22) holds. We prove the contrapositive: we show that if for some (s ,
then the RHS of (17) must be zero. Suppose s and y are as above, and introduce the conditional PMF
Note that P Y |U ∈ P(W ), because (269) implies that
For every PMF P U on U, (270) implies that (P U × P Y |U )almost-surely Y = y , and hence we obtain w.r.t. the joint
Because this holds for every PMF P U on U, we conclude that the RHS of (17) is zero:
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P U × P Y |U . Having established Remark 13, we next prove Remark 12 by providing an example for which Theorem 10 implies that C caus f,0 = 0, and yet (22) holds. Such an example is the SD -DMC W (y|x, s) for which X = Y = {0, 1, 2} and
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Direct Part: We assume that (10) holds and show that the RHS of (26) is achievable. If the RHS of (26) is zero, then there is nothing to prove, so we assume that it is positive. The proof builds on the proofs of Proposition 28 and the direct part of Theorem 4, adapting both to the case wherein addition to the message-the encoder wants to convey to the receiver error-free also the state sequence. We partition the blocklength-n transmission into B + 1 subblocks, with each of the first B subblocks being of length k, and with subblock (B + 1) being of length k . The choice we shall later make for k will be such that the last subblock be of negligible length compared to Bk and therefore not affect the code's asymptotic rate.
Before the transmission begins, the encoder is revealed the realization s S n of the state sequence, from which it can compute the realization s (b) s bk (b−1)k+1 of the Subblockb state-sequence for every b ∈ [1 : B] and the realization s (B+1) s Bk+k Bk+1 of the Subblock-(B +1) state-sequence. In the first B subblocks our scheme draws on the scheme we used in the direct part of Theorem 4 but with the following two modifications: 1) to guarantee that the decoder can recover the Subblock-(B +1) state-sequence s (B+1) , the encoder transmits the pair m, s (B+1) ∈ M × S k comprising the message to be sent and the Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequence; and 2) to guarantee that the decoder can recover the state sequences s (b) b∈ [1:B] during the first B subblocks, we choose the auxiliary chance variable U to comprise the channel state S and consequently to be (X, S) (because we can w.l.g. restrict X to be a function of U and S). The last subblock draws on Phase 2 of the scheme we used to prove Proposition 28. We next describe the proposed coding scheme in detail, beginning with the first B subblocks and ending with the last subblock.
For every b ∈ [1 : B] we adapt the Subblock b transmission of the scheme we used in the direct part of Theorem 4 as follows. Assume for now that the decoderwhile incognizant of s (1) , . . . , s (B) -knows the empirical types P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) : the encoder will transmit these types errorfree in Subblock (B + 1). Let I 0 = M × S k be the set of all possible pairs of message m ∈ M and Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequence s ∈ S k , and for every b ∈ [1 : B] let I b ⊂ M × S bk × S k be the (random) set comprising all the triples of message m ∈ M, state sequenceŝ ∈ S bk pertaining to the first b subblocks, and Subblock-(B +1) state-sequence s ∈ S k that have a positive posterior probability given the channel outputs Y bk and the empirical types P s (b ) 
S equals P s (b) . In the following, unless otherwise specified, all entropies and mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P
This size does not depend on s ∈ T (k)
, and by [9, Lemma 2.5]
We partition
subsets of sizes between
and we associate with each set a different bin from the bins
where the bins {B } are pairwise disjoint subsets of T
exactly in the sense that (b) . For each such pair (x,s) they identify the unique bin that contains it, and they include in I b all the triples (m ,ŝ, s ) ∈ M×S bk × S k satisfying thatŝ bk (b−1)k+1 =s and that (m ,ŝ (b−1)k , s ) is an element of the subset of I b−1 with which this bin is associated.
Using arguments similar to those in the direct part of Theorem 4, we next show that
whenever
and that otherwise, if (278b) does not hold,
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P (b) X,S × P Y |X,S , and where β k is given by
and hence converges to zero as k tends to infinity. To this end note that, with probability one, the empirical type of the tuple 
where the conditional entropy is w.r.t. the joint PMF P (b) X,S × P Y |X,S . Since the bins are pairwise disjoint (277a), no pair is contained in more than one bin. Every bin is associated with a subset of I b−1 of size at most
and by (276)
whenever (278b) holds, and otherwise, if (278b) does not hold,
From (281)-(283), the fact that
and the inequality
which holds because conditioning cannot increase entropy, we obtain (278). We next use (278) to show that-for some choice of the k-type P (b) X,S and some γ k = γ k |X |, |S|, |Y| , which converges to zero as k tends to infinity-we can guarantee that
and that otherwise, if (286b) does not hold,
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P X |S × P Y |X,S . To this end we will first infer from (278) that
and that otherwise, if (287b) does not hold,
where the mutual information is w.r.t. the joint PMF P holds so does (278b). Consequently, we obtain from (278) that whenever Condition (287b) holds the inequality (287a) holds. 2) Since
it follows from (278) that the inequality (287c) holds whenever
3) Since H (X, S) ≤ log |X |+log |S|, it follows from (278) that the inequality (287c) holds whenever
Having established (287), we are now ready to prove (286).
Since we can choose any k-type
X |S is the conditional k-type that-among all conditional k-typesmaximizes min P Y |X,S ∈P(W )
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMF P (b) X,S × P Y |X,S . Every conditional PMF can be approximated in the total variation distance by a conditional k-type when k is sufficiently large; and, because entropy and mutual information are continuous in this distance [9, Lemma 2.7], it follows that-for the above choice of the conditional k-type and some γ k = γ k |X |, |S|, |Y| , which converges to zero as k tends to infinity-(287) implies (286).
Since we assume that the RHS of (26) is positive, we can choose B and k sufficiently large so that
and by (286) this guarantees that, with probability one,
We now deal with Subblock (B + 1). Because the decoder is incognizant of the empirical types P s (b) b∈[1:B] , it cannot compute the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-set I B comprising the pairs of message and length-n state-sequence of positive posterior probability given the channel outputs y (b) b∈ [1:B] and the k-types P s (b) b∈[1:B] . The uncertainty that needs to be addressed is about the message, the length-n statesequence, as well as the B empirical types of s (1) , . . . , s (B) . Let J B ⊆ M × S n denote the union of the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-sets corresponding to all the different B-tuples of k-types on S, i.e., J B is the set of pairs of messages and state sequences that have a positive posterior probability given only the outputs y (b) b∈ [1:B] (and not the k-types P s (b) b∈[1:B] ). Because the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-set corresponding to any given B-tuple of k-types on S satisfies (293), and because there are at most (1 + k) B |S| B-tuples of k-types on S,
In Subblock (B+1) we resolve the set J B . This will guarantee that the decoder can recover the transmitted message m and the length-n state-sequence s error-free. Subblock (B + 1) is similar to Phase 2 of the scheme we used to prove Proposition 28: the encoder allocates to every pair (m , s ) ∈ J B a length-k codeword x(m , s ), where the codewords are chosen so that We next show that, for some choice of k , there exist codewords x(m , s ) satisfying (295). To this end we use a random coding argument. Draw the length-k codewords X(m , s ) independently, each uniformly over X k . From (10) it then follows that for any fixed distinct (m , s ), (m , s ) ∈ J B
This, the Union-of-Events bound, and (294) imply that the probability that the randomly drawn length-k codewords do not satisfy (295) is upper-bounded by
which is smaller than one whenever
Consequently, if we choose some k that satisfies (301), then there exist length-k codewords x(m , s ) satisfying (295).
We are now ready to join the dots and conclude that the coding scheme asymptotically achieves any rate smaller than the RHS of (26). More precisely, we will show that, for every rate R smaller than the RHS of (26) and every sufficientlylarge blocklength n, our coding scheme can convey n R bits and the length-n state-sequence error-free in n channel uses.
It follows from (292) and (301) that if the positive integers n, B, k, k are such that (301) holds,
then our coding scheme can convey n R bits and the length-n state-sequence error-free in n channel uses. It thus remains to exhibit positive integers B, k, k such that for every sufficiently-large blocklength n (301)-(303) hold. As we argue next, when n is sufficiently large we can choose
Note that, whenever n is sufficiently large, B, k, and k are positive, and (301) and (302) are satisfied. To see that (303) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, we first observe from (304b) that k tends to infinity as n tends to infinity. Because γ k = γ k |X |, |S|, |Y| converges to zero as k tends to infinity, this implies that γ k converges to zero as n tends to infinity. We next observe that (304) implies that Bk/n converges to one as n tends to infinity and consequently that k /n = 1 − Bk/n converges to zero as n tends to infinity. This, combined with the facts that γ k converges to zero as n tends to infinity and that R is smaller than the RHS of (26), implies that (303) holds whenever n is sufficiently large. We next establish the converse part of Theorem 19. Converse Part: That (10) is a necessary condition for C m+s f,0 to be positive follows from Theorem 3, because C m+s f,0 is upper-bounded by C f,0 . We next show that-irrespective of whether or not (10) holds-C m+s f,0 is upper-bounded by the RHS of (26). The proof is similar to the converse of Theorem 4. Fix a finite set M, a blocklength n, and an (n, M) zero-error state-conveying code with n encoding mappings
and |M| |S| n disjoint decoding sets D m,s ⊆ Y n , (m, s) ∈ M × S n . We will show that the rate 1 n log |M| of the code is upper-bounded by the RHS of (26).
Draw M uniformly over M, and denote its distribution P M . Since the code is a zero-error state-conveying code,
where P is the distribution (125) of (M, S n , X n , Y n ) induced by P M , the state distribution Q, the encoding mappings (305), and the channel law W (y|x, s). As in the converse of Theorem 4, fix any PMFP S on S and any collection of n conditional PMFs P Y i |X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] that satisfỹ
These PMFs induce the PMF on
It follows from (1) and (307) thatP M,S n ,X n ,Y n P and consequently that (306) implies
We upper-bound 1 n log |M| by carrying out the following calculation underP M,S n ,X n ,Y n of (309):
where (a) holds because M is uniform over M under P M,S n ,X n ,Y n ; (b) holds by (309) and because M is independent of S n underP M,S n ,X n ,Y n ; (c) follows from the chain rule; (d) holds because conditioning cannot increase entropy and by the independence of S i and S i−1 underP M,S n ,X n ,Y n ; and (e) holds because underP M,S n ,X n ,Y n (S n , M, Y i−1 ), (X i , S i ), and Y i form a Markov chain in that order. We will conclude the proof by exhibiting a PMFP S and a collection of conditional PMFs P Y i |X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] satisfying (307) for which each summand on the RHS of (314) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (26).
We begin with the choice of P Y i |X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] . We first chooseP Y i |X i ,S i for i = 1, and we then repeatedly increment i by one until it reaches n. Key to our choice is the observation, which will be justified shortly, thatP S and P Y j |X j ,S j j ∈[i−1] determineP X i ,S i . Our choice ofP Y i |X i ,S i can thus depend not only on our choice ofP S and our previous choices of P Y j |X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] but also onP X i ,S i . This will allow us to chooseP Y i |X i ,S i as one that-among all conditional PMFs satisfying (307)-minimizes
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMFP X i ,S i ×P Y i |X i ,S i . Since (308) implies that
we will then find that, for our choice of P Y i |X i ,S i ,
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint 
where the mutual information and the entropy in the i -th summand are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×P X |S ×P Y |X,S . We now prove thatP S and P Y j |X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] indeed determineP X i ,S i . In fact, we will show that the two determinẽ P M,S n ,X i ,Y i−1 (and hence also its marginalP X i ,S i ).
We use mathematical induction, but first we note that the PMFP M,S n ,X n ,Y n is constructed inductively: by (308)
In describing the proof we shall make the dependence on P M , our choice ofP S , and P X j |M,S n ,Y j −1 j ∈[1:n] , whose components are determined by the encoding mappings (305) via (126), implicit. 1) Basis = 1: It follows from (319) thatP M,S n ,X 1 is determined.
2) Inductive
Step: Fix ∈ [2 : i ], and suppose that
This proves that, for every i ∈ [1 : n],P M,S n ,X i ,Y i−1 and consequently alsoP X i ,S i are determined byP S and P Y j |X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] , and hence (318) holds.
Having established (318), we are now ready to conclude the proof. Since we can choose any PMFP S on S, we can choose one that-among all PMFs on S-yields the tightest bound, i.e., minimizes
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P X |S × P Y |X,S . For this choice ofP S (318) implies that
where the mutual information and the entropy are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P X |S × P Y |X,S . If the RHS of (322) is negative, then-irrespective of |M| ≥ 1-(322) is a contradiction and consequently (309) cannot hold. This implies that-even if |M| is one-the state sequence cannot be conveyed error-free.
Since we adopted the convention that C m+s f,0 = 0 whenever the state sequence cannot be conveyed error-free, (322) implies that C m+s f,0 is upper-bounded by the RHS of (26).
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We already showed in Section II-E using (29) that, whenever > min , (10) is a necessary and sufficient condition for C f,0 ( ) to be positive, and we hence prove that if C f,0 ( ) is positive, then it is equal to (30).
To that end we first show that restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form (12) , does not change the RHS of (30), nor does restricting the cardinality of U to (13):
Lemma 37: Given a channel W (y|x, s) and a PMF P S on S, consider max P U,X|S :
where the maximization is over all chance variables U of finite support, the expectation is w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S , and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form
does not change (323). Nor does requiring that U take values in a set U whose cardinality |U| satisfies
Proof: The proof is essentially that of Lemma 36 in Appendix D. We first show that restricting X to be a function of U and S does not change (323). In the proof of Lemma 36 it is shown that (193) is equal to (197), and the same line of argument implies here that (323) is equal to
where the maximization is over all chance variables V of finite support V, functions h : U ×V×S → X , and conditional PMFs over a finite set U for which
where the expectation is w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S and P U,X |V ,S is defined in (198); and where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S × P Y |U,X,S . Unlike the proof of Lemma 36, where we fix any PMF P V on V, any function h : U × V × S → X , and any conditional PMF P U |S , here we fix any P V , any h : U × V × S → X , and any P U |S for which (327) holds w.r.t. P S × P V × P U,X |V ,S , where P U,X |V ,S is defined in (198) . The line of argument leading to (204) in the proof of Lemma 36 then implies that restricting X to be a function of U and S does no change (323). To show that restricting the cardinality of U to (325) does not change (323), we fix any conditional PMF P U,X |S of the form (324) for which (327) holds w.r.t. P S × P U,X |S . The line of argument leading to (222) in the proof of Lemma 36 then implies that restricting the cardinality of U to (325) does not change (323). Direct Part of Theorem 20: From Lemma 37 it follows that it suffices to establish the direct part of Theorem 20 for the case where the cardinality of U is restricted to (13) . The direct part is essentially that of Theorem 4 but with the following two modifications: 1) During the first B subblocks we choose k-types P (b) U,X,S b∈ [1:B] 
This will guarantee that
2) We pad Subblock B + 1 with as many symbols from the set X as are needed to guarantee that
where k denotes the length of Subblock B + 1. By (329) and (330) the channel inputs' average cost satisfies the cost constraint (27). Padding Subblock (B+1) to guarantee (330) increases its length by a factor of at most
Consequently, also with the padding, the last subblock does not affect the rate of the code.
To show that the coding scheme asymptotically achieves any rate smaller than the RHS of (30), we can argue essentially as in the proof of the direct part of Theorem 4. We will show that, for every rate R smaller than the RHS of (30) and every sufficiently-large blocklength n, our coding scheme can convey n R bits error-free in n channel uses. It follows from (114), As we argue next, when n is sufficiently large we can choose
Note that, whenever n is sufficiently large, B is positive and (334) is satisfied. To see that also (118a) and (332) hold whenever n is sufficiently large, we first observe from (335b) that k tends to infinity as n tends to infinity. This implies that (118a) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, and that δ( , k) (which is defined in (113), where γ k = γ k |U|, |X |, |S|, |Y| converges to zero as k tends to infinity) converges to as n tends to infinity. We next observe that (335) implies that Bk/n converges to one as n tends to infinity. This, combined with the fact that δ( , k) converges to as n tends to infinity and with (336), implies that (332) holds whenever n is sufficiently large.
Converse Part of Theorem 20: From Lemma 37 it follows that it suffices to establish the converse part of Theorem 20 for the case where U is any finite set. The converse is similar to that of Theorem 4. Fix a finite set M, a blocklength n, and an (n, M) zero-error code with n encoding mappings
and |M| disjoint decoding sets D m ⊆ Y n , m ∈ M, where the code is chosen so that, with probability one, the channel inputs X n satisfy the cost constraint (27). We will show that, for some chance variable U of finite support U, the rate 1 n log |M| of the code is upper-bounded by the RHS of (30).
Draw M uniformly over M, and denote its distribution P M . Since the code is a zero-error code, and since, with probability one, the channel inputs X n satisfy the cost constraint (27), the following two hold:
where P is the distribution (125) of (M, S n , X n , Y n ) induced by P M , the state distribution Q, the encoding mappings (337), and the channel law W (y|x, s). As in the converse of Theorem 4, fix any PMFP S on S and any collection of n conditional PMFs P Y i |M,Y i−1 ,S n i+1 ,X i ,S i i∈[1:n] satisfying (127). These PMFs induce the PMFP M,S n ,X n ,Y n of (128) on M×S n ×X n ×Y n . Since this PMF satisfiesP M,S n ,X n ,Y n P,
Note that the latter (339b) implies that
where the expectation in the i -th summand is w.r.t. the PMF P X i induced byP M,S n ,X n ,Y n . The line of argument leading to (136) in the converse of Theorem 4 implies that every choice ofP S and [1:n] gives rise to an upper bound 1
where the chance variables {U i } i∈ [1:n] are defined in (135), and the mutual informations in the i -th summand are w.r.t. the joint PMFP U i ,X i ,S i ,Y i induced byP M,S n ,X n ,Y n . We next exhibit a PMFP S and a collection of conditional PMFs [1:n] satisfying (127) for which each summand on the RHS of (341) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (30).
We begin with the choice of P Y i |M,Y i−1 ,S n i+1 ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] . As in the converse of Theorem 4, choosing a collection of conditional PMFs P Y i |M,Y i−1 ,S n i+1 ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] that satisfy (127) is tantamount to choosing a collection of conditional PMFs P Y i |U i ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] that satisfy (137). We shall choose the latter collection, and we shall do so as in the converse of Theorem 4. Consequently, our choice ofP Y i |U i ,X i ,S i can depend not only on our choice ofP S and our previous choices of P Y j |U j ,X j ,S j j ∈[1:i−1] but also onP U i ,X i ,S i , and hence we can chooseP Y i |U i ,X i ,S i as one that-among all conditional PMFs satisfying (137)-minimizes
and by (340), which holds because the chosen conditional PMFs P Y i |U i ,X i ,S i i∈ [1:n] satisfy (137), we find that, for our choice of [1:n] :
where the expectation in the i -th summand is w.r.t. the joint PMFP S i ×P U i ,X i |S i , and the mutual informations in the i -th summand are w.r.t. the joint [1:n] satisfy (137), and hence (341) and (344) imply that 1 n log |M| ≤ max [1:n] :
where the expectation in the i -th summand is w.r.t. the joint PMFP S i ×P U i ,X i |S i , and the mutual informations in the i -th summand are w.r.t. the joint
By the definition of U i (135) the cardinality of the support U i of U i satisfies (144). Consequently, (343) and (345) imply that
where V is a time-sharing random-variable that is drawn uniformly over 
whereŨ is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite setŨ , and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×PŨ ,X |S ×P Y |Ũ ,X,S .
APPENDIX K A PROOF OF INEQUALITY (36)
Proof: Fix some PMF P X on X , and define the function
To prove (36), we will show that every V that minimizes ρ (·) satisfies
From this we will then obtain (36) by maximizing both sides over all choices of P X for which E γ(X) ≤ .
To show that every minimizer of ρ(·) satisfies (352), we first
We prove this by showing that if V ∈ P(W ) does not satisfy (353), i.e., if
then V cannot be a minimizer of ρ(·). Our proof is by contradiction: Suppose V ∈ P(W ) minimizes ρ(·) and (354) holds. Since
it follows that for every (x,
This and (354) imply that for all sufficiently-small δ, and a fortiori for some δ satisfying 
and fix some transition law V ∈ P(W ) that minimizes ρ(·) and for which (353) hence holds. By (353) there exist {α x } x∈X satisfying that, whenever V (y|x) > 0,
Consequently, 
and (d) holds by (358). Inequality (363) concludes the proof of (352).
APPENDIX L ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE 25
For the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) of Example 25 we show thatsubject to the cost constraint (46) with > 0 satisfying (49)the zero-error capacity with acausal SI is positive. Given some blocklength n, some message set M, and some encoding mapping
let y(m, s) denote the output sequence that is produced when the transmitter uses the encoding mapping (365) to convey Message m and the channel-state sequence is s. Let S n ( ) denote the set of n-length state-sequences of highest allowed cost
We begin with the following two observations: 1) From Table II we 
is such that for every s ∈ S n 
2) From the definition of S n ( ) it follows that, if s ∈ S n is such that nλ (n) (s) < n , then there exists some s ∈ S n ( ) satisfying
For such s , any binary n-tupleỹ(m, s ) satisfying
also satisfies
These two observations imply that-to every collection 
then we obtain from (374) that the encoding mapping f corresponding to the collection and the decoding sets
constitute an (n, M) zero-error code for our channel under the cost constraint (46). To show that under the cost constraint (46) the zero-error capacity with acausal SI is positive, it thus suffices to exhibit some positive rate R > 0 for which for every sufficiently-large n there exists some finite set M of cardinality |M| ≥ 2 n R and some collection of |M| |S n ( )| distinct binary n-tuples (373) that satisfies (368) for every s ∈ S n ( ).
To that end we first note that the cardinality of S n ( ) is upper-bounded by
where we used the inequality h b n /n ≤ h b ( ) (which holds because < 1/2). We also note that for every state sequence s ∈ S n ( ) there exist 2 n(1− ) binary n-tuplesỹ that satisfy
We now construct a collection of |M| |S n ( )| distinct binary n-tuples (373) that satisfies (368) for every s ∈ S n ( ) as follows. We sequentially allocate to each pair (m, s) ∈ M × S n ( ) someỹ(m, s) from the binary n-tuplesỹ that satisfy (378) and that have not yet been allocated to some other pair (m , s ). There are |M| S n ( ) −1 such other pairs (m , s ) to which we may or may not have allocated someỹ(m , s ) yet, and there are at least 2 n(1− ) binary n-tuplesỹ that satisfy (378). Consequently, at most |M| S n ( ) − 1 binary n-tuples could have already been allocated, and if
then there is at least one binary n-tuplesỹ that satisfies (378) and that has not been allocated yet. Hence, if (379) holds, then our construction produces a collection of |M| |S n ( )| distinct binary n-tuples (373) that satisfies (368) for every s ∈ S n ( ). From (377) we obtain that (379) holds whenever
and hence every positive rate R > 0 satisfying
is achievable. This, combined with (49), implies that under the cost constraint (46) the zero-error capacity with acausal SI is positive.
APPENDIX M A PROOF OF THEOREM 26
Lemma 36 in Appendix D implies that restricting X to be a function of U and S, i.e., P U,X |S to have the form (12), does not change the RHS of (54), nor does restricting the cardinality of U to (13) . To prove Theorem 26 it thus suffices to establish a direct part for the case where U is restricted to (13) and a converse part for the case where U is any finite set. We first establish the direct part.
Direct Part: We assume that (53) holds and show that the RHS of (54) is achievable. The necessity of (53) is part of the converse. If the RHS of (54) is zero, then there is nothing to prove, so we assume that it is positive. To prove that the RHS of (54) is achievable, we shall show that for every l ∈ N the RHS of (54) is a lower bound for C (2) f,0 ( , l). To that end fix any l ∈ N. The proof builds on the proofs of Proposition 28 and the direct part of Theorem 4, adapting both to the state constraint (51). We partition the blocklength-n transmission into B + 2 subblocks, with each of the first B subblocks being of length k, where k is a multiple of l; with Subblock (B + 1) being of length k ; and with Subblock (B + 2) being of length n − Bk − k . The only purpose of Subblock (B + 2) is to allow Bk + k to be smaller than n: in this subblock the encoder can thus transmit arbitrary inputs with the decoder ignoring the corresponding outputs. The choice we shall later make for k and k will be such that the last two subblocks be of negligible length compared to Bk and therefore not affect the code's asymptotic rate.
Before the transmission begins, the encoder is revealed the realization s (b) S bk (b−1)k+1 of the Subblock-b state-sequence for every b ∈ [1 : B] and the realization s (B+1) S Bk+k Bk+1 of the Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequence. In the first B subblocks our scheme draws on the scheme we used in the direct part of Theorem 4. But instead of reducing the set of messages of positive posterior probability given the channel outputs, in the present setting we consider pairs of messages and possible Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequences, and each of the subblocks 1 through B reduces the set of such pairs that have a positive posterior probability given the channel outputs. For every b ∈ [1 : B] we thus adapt the Subblock b transmission as follows. Because k is a multiple of l, the cost constraint (51) implies that in the first B subblocks
and in Subblock (B + 1)
Assume for now that the decoder-while incognizant of s (1) , . . . , s (B) -knows the empirical types P s (1) , . . . , P s (B) : the encoder will transmit these types error-free in Subblock 
and let I b be the post-Subblock-b ambiguity-set, i.e., the (random) subset of I b−1 comprising the elements in I b−1 of positive posterior probability given the Subblock-b outputs y (b) Y bk (b−1)k+1 and the empirical type P s (b) . Choose some k-type P (b) U,X,S whose S-marginal P (b) S equals P s (b) , fix some > 0, and define as in (97). In the following, unless otherwise specified, all entropies and mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P (b) U,X,S . Unlike the scheme we used in the direct part of Theorem 4, where it was the survivor set M b−1 that was partitioned into subsets, here it is the ambiguity set I b−1 that is partitioned into subsets. The arguments leading to (106) in the direct part of Theorem 4 then imply that we can find a positive integer η 0 = η 0 |X |, |S|, that guarantees that, for every k ≥ η 0 ,
U,X,S × P Y |U,X,S , and where β k is defined in (100) and hence converges to zero as k tends to infinity.
Since we can choose any k-type P
U,X |S is the conditional k-type that-among all conditional k-types-maximizes min P Y |U,X,S : P Y |U =u,X,S ∈P(W ), ∀ u∈U
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P s (b) × P (b) U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Every conditional PMF can be approximated in the total variation distance by a conditional k-type when k is sufficiently large; and, because entropy and mutual information are continuous in this distance [9, Lemma 2.7], it follows that-for the above choice of the conditional k-type and some γ k = γ k (|U|, |X |, |S|, |Y|), which converges to zero as k tends to infinity-(382a) and (384) imply that when
where the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S . Because our scheme works for any > 0, it follows that for every > 0 and positive integer k ≥ η 0 (|X |, |S|, ) each of Subblocks 1 through B is guaranteed to reduce the ambiguity set by a factor of at least max P S :
until |I B | is smaller than 2 k log |U | . Here the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMF P S × P U,X |S × P Y |U,X,S , and δ ( , k) is defined in (113) and hence converges to zero as tends to zero and k to infinity. Since we assume that the RHS of (54) is positive, and since δ ( , k) converges to zero as ↓ 0 and k → ∞, it follows that we can choose sufficiently small and B and k sufficiently large so that
and ⎛ ⎜ ⎝ max
because each subblock reduces the ambiguity set by the factor in (387) until |I B | is smaller than 2 k log |U | . We now deal with Subblock (B +1). Because the decoder is incognizant of the empirical types {P s (b) } b∈ [1:B] , it cannot compute the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-set I B . The uncertainty that needs to be addressed is about the message, the Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequence, as well as the B empirical types of s (1) , . . . , s (B) . Let J B ⊆ M×S k denote the union of the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-sets corresponding to all the different B-tuples of k-types on S, i.e., J B is the set of pairs of messages and possible Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequences that have a positive posterior probability given only the outputs y (b) b∈ [1:B] (and not the k-types P s (b) b∈[1:B] ). Because the post-Subblock-B ambiguity-set corresponding to any given B-tuple of k-types on S satisfies (389), and because there are at most (1 + k) B |S| B-tuples of k-types on S |J B | ≤ 2 k log |U |+B log(1+k) |S| .
In Subblock (B+1) we resolve the set J B . This will guarantee that the decoder can recover the transmitted message m error-free. Subblock (B + 1) is similar to Phase 2 of the scheme we used to prove Proposition 28: the encoder allocates to every pair (391) (We shall shortly use a random coding argument to show that this can be done.) To convey the message m, the encoder transmits in Subblock (B + 1) the codeword x m, s (B+1) . Condition (391) implies that, upon observing the Subblock-(B + 1) outputs y (B+1) Y Bk+k Bk+1 , the decoder, who knows J B and the codewords x(m , s ) , can determine the transmitted message m error-free, because, for the true realization s (B+1) of the Subblock-(B + 1) state-sequence, The definitions of α (394c) and k (394d) combine with (399) and (400) to prove our claim that (398) holds for all s , s ∈ S k satisfying (395). An immediate consequence of (398) and the assumption (53) is that for all s , s satisfying (395).
W y x , s W y x , s = 0, ∀ y ∈ Y .
Having established (401), we are now ready to show thatfor some choice of k -the probability that the random codewords X(m , s ) satisfy (391) 
where we used (401) and that X(m , s ) and X(m , s ) are independent and uniform over X k . This, the Union-of-Events bound, and (390) imply that the probability that the randomly drawn length-k codewords do not satisfy (391) is upper-bounded by |J B | 2 2 −k (2 log |X |−log(|X | 2 −1)) ≤ 2 −k (2 log |X |−log(|X | 2 −1))+2(k log |U |+B log(1+k) |S|) , (404) which is smaller than one whenever
Consequently, (394a) and (394d) imply that, if we choose k = k log |U| + B log(1 + k) |S| αl log |X | − 1 2 log(|X | 2 − 1)
then there exist length-k codewords x(m , s ) satisfying (391).
We are now ready to join the dots and conclude that the coding scheme asymptotically achieves any rate smaller than the RHS of (54). More precisely, we will show that, for every rate R smaller than the RHS of (54) and every sufficientlylarge blocklength n, our coding scheme can convey n R bits error-free in n channel uses. It follows from (388) and (406) that if the positive integers n, B, k and > 0 are such that k is a multiple of l, (When the inequality in (409) is strict, then Subblock (B + 2) deals with all the superfluous epochs: recall that in this subblock the encoder can transmit arbitrary inputs with the decoder ignoring the corresponding outputs.) As we argue next, when n is sufficiently large we can choose B = √ n − log |U| + log(1 + √ n) |S| αl log |X | − 1 2 log(|X | 2 − 1) Note that, whenever n is sufficiently large, B and k are positive, k is a multiple of l, and (409) is satisfied. To see that also (407) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, we first observe from (410b) that k tends to infinity as n tends to infinity. This implies that (407a) holds whenever n is sufficiently large, and that δ( , k) (which is defined in (113), where γ k = γ k |U|, |X |, |S|, |Y| converges to zero as k tends to infinity) converges to as n tends to infinity. We next observe that (410) implies that Bk/n converges to one as n tends to infinity, and that 1 n k log |U| + B log(1 + k) |S| αl log |X | − 1 2 log(|X | 2 − 1) + 1 l log |S| (412) converges to zero as n tends to infinity. This, combined with the fact that δ( , k) converges to as n tends to infinity and with (411), implies that (407b) holds whenever n is sufficiently large. We next prove the converse part of Theorem 26.
Converse Part: We first show that (53) is necessary for C (2) f,0 ( ) to be positive. We will show that in this case it is impossible to transmit a single bit error-free whenever l is even. This will imply that C (2) f,0 ( , l) is zero whenever l is even and consequently that C (2) f,0 ( ) is zero, because, by definition (52),
Fix some even l and s, s as above. The proof is similar to that of the converse of Theorem 3. Let the bit take values in the set M = {0, 1}, and fix a blocklength n and n encoding mappings
Denote byŝ,š ∈ S n the state sequences that at odd times are s and s , respectively, and at even times s and s, respectively:
Note that, by (413) and because l is even, they meet the cost constraint (51). The line of argument leading to (87) in the converse of Theorem 3 implies that there exists an output sequence y ∈ Y n for which This rules out error-free transmission, because if the state sequence is eitherŝ orš, then the decoder, not knowing which, cannot recover the bit. We next show that-irrespective of whether or not (53) holds-C (2) f,0 ( ) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (54). The proof is similar to the converse of Theorem 4, but in the current setting we cannot fix some PMFP S on S and assume that the state sequence S n is drawn IIDP S , because this might violate the cost constraint (51). In fact, (51) need not hold even if E λ(S) ≤ underP S . Fix any l ∈ N, and assume that n = Jl for some J ∈ N. We can make this assumption w.l.g., because lim n→∞ n/l l n = 1.
To satisfy (51), we fix some l-typeP S on S w.r.t. which
and we setP S n to be the uniform distribution over T (l) P S J .
Let the PMFP M,S n ,X n ,Y n be as in (128) but withP n S replaced byP S n . We can now upper-bound 1 n log |M| essentially along the line of argument leading to (134) in the converse of 1 n log |M| ≤ log(1 + l) |S| l + max P U,X|S miñ P Y |U,X,S : P Y |U =u,X,S ∈P(W ), ∀ u∈U
where U is an auxiliary chance variable taking values in a finite set U, and the mutual informations are w.r.t. the joint PMFP S ×P U,X |S ×P Y |U,X,S . Moreover, it is enough to consider the second term on the RHS of (425), because the first converges to zero as l tends to infinity (424) and hence washes out in (415). To conclude that C (2) f,0 ( ) is upper-bounded by the RHS of (54), we would have liked to choose some PMF P S that-among all PMFs on 
where (l) denotes the set of l-types on S. To conclude, note that the RHS of (427) is equal to that of (54): every PMF P S on S w.r.t. which (418) holds can be approximated in the total variation distance by an l-type on S w.r.t. which (418) holds when l is sufficiently large; and (conditional) entropy is continuous in this distance [9, Lemma 2.7] .
APPENDIX N A PROOF OF THE SECOND PART OF LEMMA 30
Proof: We prove the second part of Lemma 30, i.e., that if for some κ ∈ 2 : |Y| and λ ∈ 2 : κ |X | there exist channel inputs x(s, k) (s,k)∈S× [1:κ] and pairwise-disjoint output-sets {Y } ∈[1:λ] for which (149) holds, then the no-feedback zeroerror capacity of the SD-DMC W (y|x, s) with acausal SI is positive. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 28. To make up for the missing feedback, we shall choose the inputs so that the encoder-while incognizant of Y i -will know which of the subsets {Y } ∈[1:λ] contains Y i . The decoder will, of course, know that too.
If there is only one state s , i.e., S = {s }, then upon defining x
x(s , 1) we obtain from (149a) the existence of some ∈ 
and by sending x or x we can transmit a bit error-free. We hence consider now |S| ≥ 2.
To transmit a single bit m ∈ {0, 1}, we use two phases of n 1 and n 2 channel uses, where n bit = n 1 + n 2 .
(430)
The goal of Phase 1 is to produce a random subset S n 1 ⊆ S n 2 with the following three properties: 1) both encoder and decoder know S n 1 before Phase 2 begins; 2) with probability one S n 1 contains the Phase-2 state-sequence S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S n 1 is upper-bounded by
To that end we partition the set S 0 S n 2 into κ subsets of sizes between |S 0 |/κ and |S 0 |/κ . We index the κ subsets by the set [1 : κ] and reveal the result to the encoder and decoder. If, thanks to its acausal SI, the encoder knows that the Time-1 state S 1 is s and that S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 is in the subset of S 0 indexed by k, then at Time 1 it transmits x(s, k). By (149a) there exists some ∈ [1 : λ] with corresponding subset Y such that, with probability one, Y 1 is in Y . And since the subsets {Y } ∈ [1:λ] are pairwise disjoint, the probability of Y 1 being in another subset is zero. The decoder can thus compute from Y 1 by checking which subset contains Y 1 . The encoder knows , because it knows the pair (s, k). Based on Y the encoder and decoder can determine all k ∈ [1 : κ] for which W Y x(s , k ), s = 0, ∀ s ∈ S.
(432) (By (149b) at least one such k exists.) Because Y 1 ∈ Y and by (432), the Phase-2 state-sequence cannot be contained in a subset of S 0 indexed by such a k , and hence it is in the S 0 -complement of these subsets, which we denote S 1 . Note that: 1) both encoder and decoder know S 1 after Channel-Use 1; 2) S 1 contains S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S 1 is upper-bounded by
Phase 1 continues in the same fashion, and hence we obtain that, for every i ∈ [1 : n 1 ], the first i channel uses produce a random subset S i of S n 2 satisfying that: 1) both encoder and decoder know S i after Channel-Use i; 2) S i contains S n 1 +n 2 n 1 +1 ; and 3) the cardinality of S i is upper-bounded by
As in the proof of Proposition 28, this implies that Phase 1 produces a random subset S n 1 of S n 2 with the desired three properties. Phase 2 in the proof of Proposition 28 does not use the feedback link, and hence we can use it also in the current setting without feedback. Consequently, we can argue essentially as in the proof of Proposition 28 but with (83) replaced by
n bit = κ log |S| log κ − log(κ − 1) + κ + 1 (435c) that n bit channel uses suffice for the error-free transmission of a single bit. This concludes the proof, because κ is at most |Y| and hence it follows from (435) that n bit satisfies the upper bound n bit ≤ |Y| log |S| log |Y| − log(|Y| − 1) + |Y| + 1.
